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Abstract: Thirty years passed between the arrival of the Vietnamese minority in the Czech
Republic and the dedication of the first shrine of
the Vietnamese version of Mahayana Buddhism
in 2007. This paper studies the growing activity
of Buddhists of Vietnamese origin in the Czech
Republic and places it in a social and religious
context. It provides a summary of information
about the Vietnamese minority in the Czech
Republic and Buddhism in Vietnam, emphasising the tradition practised by Czech Buddhists
of Vietnamese descent. In the research part, the
paper describes the community of Buddhists
of Vietnamese descent in the Czech Republic,
analyses trends in its development, describes
the places where religious practices occur, and
presents data acquired by a questionnaire survey distributed to participants at religious services. The data interpretation suggests that the
Vietnamese minority is becoming increasingly
more religious. This can be viewed as a part of
post-secular tendencies in secular Czech society.
Keywords: Buddhism; Pure Land Buddhism;
Mahayana; Immigration; Vietnamese; Czech
Republic; Religious minority; Post-secularity.

Abstrakt: Teprve asi po třiceti letech existence
vietnamské menšiny na území Československa
a Česka byla roku 2007 veřejně uvedena první
svatyně vietnamské verze mahájánového buddhismu. Článek sleduje sleduje přibývající aktivity buddhistů vietnamského původu v Česku
a vkládá je do společenského a náboženského
kontextu. Shrnuje údaje o vietnamské menšině
v Česku, poskytuje relevantní informace o buddhismu ve Vietnamu s důrazem na tradici, v níž
praktikují čeští buddhisté vietnamského původu, a charakterizuje společenství buddhistů vietnamského původu v Česku. Ve své výzkumné
části pak článek popisuje místa společné náboženské praxe vietnamských buddhistů a prezentuje výsledky dotazníkového šetření provedeného mezi nimi. Interpretace dat naznačuje, že
religiozita vietnamské menšiny stoupá. To může
být viděno jako část postsekulárních tendencí
v sekulární české společnosti.
Klíčová slova: buddhismus; buddhismus Čisté
země; mahájánový buddhismus; imigrace; Vietnamci; Česká republika; náboženské menšiny;
postsekularismus.
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1. Introduction
The study of how the Vietnamese migrate to the Czech Republic has yielded some
remarkable results,1 but previous literature has generally not been particularly interested in the migrantsʼ religious beliefs. Studies focused on the Vietnamese minority in
Czech society tend only to cover religion as a side note, if at all. Nevertheless, studies
from abroad that consider religion2 can supply the public with important data and
patterns.
Census data available in the Czech Republic provide only a very rough idea about
the members of this minority who identify as Buddhist or Christian. This is partly
because of the unclear delimitation of this minority, but mainly because in the last
census, in 2011, the question on religion was optional. The minorityʼs religious life is
also nearly invisible in society because it generally takes place in places of worship
and temples inside of Vietnamese markets or in inconspicuous rented spaces.
This paper only aims to fill the gap in the scholarly study of the Vietnamese minorityʼs religion in the Czech Republic to some extent, as it only focuses on one religion:
Pure Land tradition of Mahayana Buddhism. The paper aims to find out whether
something that might be called a Buddhist “religious revival” has been taking place
in the Vietnamese community in the Czech Republic,3 to provide context to trends
that could be seen as such a revival, and to describe their nature (what is meant by
“revival”, is explained at the beginning of Section 6 of this paper). Supporting the idea
of post-secularity,4 and especially the assumption that revitalised religion of migrants
contributes to post-secular tendencies in contemporary Western societies could be
the side effect of this paper.
This study consists of eight parts. The introduction is followed by two theoretical
parts that provide a summary of all available information on the Vietnamese minority
in the Czech Republic and a concise description of the nature of Buddhism in Vietnam. Parts 4 to 7 are dedicated to research, carried out in three stages and its results.
In the preparatory stage of the study, participant observation and contact with Buddhists of Vietnamese descent were used to ascertain the development and current
state of the community of Buddhists of Vietnamese descent in the Czech Republic.
The next stage comprised participant observation in temples managed by Buddhists
of Vietnamese descent, usually during holidays, and semi-structured interviews with
the leaders of the visited temples. The last stage then consisted of distributing ques1
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3
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Most importantly Tereza Freidingerová, Vietnamci v Česku a ve světě [The Vietnamese in the
Czech Republic and the World], Praha: Slon 2014, passim.
For example, Martin Baumann, Migration, Religion, Integration: Buddhistische Vietnamesen und
hinduistische Tamilen in Deutschland [Migration, Religion, Integration: Buddhist Vietnamese and
Hindu Tamils in Germany], Marburg: Diagonal Verlag 2000, passim.
This phenomenon was also described in Šárka Martínková, Vietnamská komunita v Praze [The
Vietnamese Community in Prague], Praha: Muzeum hlavního města Prahy 2010, p. 29, calling it
“a sort of spiritual revival”.
More: Justin Beaumont (ed.), The Routledge Handbook of Postsecularity. New York: Routledge
2019, passim, and others.
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tionnaires to participants of services in Vietnamese Buddhist temples and places of
worship, acquiring data, and interpreting it. In part 7, the results of the last stage of research are presented. Finally, the study concludes in part 8 with statements resulting
from the acquired facts. As a whole, the study provides a picture of the community
of Buddhists of Vietnamese descent in the Czech Republic, proving that religious life
in the community has been revived in the last twelve years.
The study did not ask why the revival of Buddhism in the Vietnamese minority in
the Czech Republic occurred after 2006. A probable, though speculative, answer to
that might be that as first-generation Vietnamese immigrants started growing old,
they started trying to preserve their homelandʼs cultural heritage for future generations, thus possibly rousing interest in religious affairs. However, it must also be said
that the Vietnamese ruling Communist Party changed its policy on Buddhism at that
time, and Vietnamese communists started supporting Buddhism. Since members of
the Vietnamese minority in the Czech Republic usually follow news from Vietnam
(and some are attuned to the Communist Partyʼs views), this may also have been
a relevant factor in the revival of Buddhism.

2. The Vietnamese minority in the Czech Republic
The Vietnamese have started migrating to the territory of what is now the Czech
Republic around the end of the 1950s, based on the intergovernmental Agreement
for Scientific and Technological Cooperation between the Czechoslovak Republic
and the Democratic Republic of Vietnam from 1956.5 Like many other Central and
Eastern European countries, Czechoslovakia started experiencing a more substantial
influx of Vietnamese migrants in the 1970s.6 The number of Vietnamese immigrants
varied from year to year, but the Vietnamese minority in what is now the Czech Republic kept growing despite some fluctuations. Today, the number of Vietnamese
people in the Czech Republic (the number of Czech citizens of Vietnamese descent)
can be estimated at up to 70,000 people.7 This number includes citizens with permanent and temporary residency in the Czech Republic; both those who declare Vietnamese nationality and their mother tongue as Vietnamese (each of these categories
had around 30 thousand people in the 2011 census)8 and those who clearly acknowledge their Vietnamese cultural background.

5

6
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8

Jiří Kocourek, “Vietnamci v České republice” [The Vietnamese in the Czech Republic], in: Tatjana Šišková (ed.), Menšiny a migranti v České republice [Minorities and Migrants in the Czech Republic], Praha: Portál 2001, p. 103.
Freidingerová, Vietnamci [The Vietnamese], p. 66. Formerly, the figure of over 60 thousand was
mentioned by Martínková, Vietnamská komunita, [The Vietnamese Community], p. 38.
In: Freidingerová, Vietnamci [The Vietnamese], p. 82.
„Databáze výsledků ze Sčítání lidu, domů a bytů k 26. 3. 2011“ [“Database of results from the census on 26 March 2011”], Praha: Český statistický úřad [Czech Statistical Office] 2012, accessed
15s December 2018, available online at https://www.czso.cz/csu/czso/home.
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Members of this community usually describe themselves as indifferent to religion.
They do maintain altars for ancestor worship at home and sometimes also at the
workplace and keep them stocked with fruit, incense and pictures of family members and ancestors,9 but “the burning of incense sticks, sacrifice to the ancestors,
and other practices are not seen as part of religious rituals but as manifestations of
cultural identity”.10 Their performing Buddhist religious practices during holidays
can be interpreted similarly. This indifference to religion is often reflected by those
Vietnamese who have started to attend worship in Buddhist temples more often or
even regularly. When speaking about themselves, they often distinguish strictly between the past when they formally practiced home worship and took part in holiday
rituals, and their current state of mind when they consider themselves “real” Buddhists. It can be observed that becoming a member of a community surrounding
a Vietnamese Buddhist temple requires some sort of “conversion” similar to that of
Christianity. In any case, only these two traditions – Mahayana Buddhism and Christianity11 – allow for a stronger religious engagement in the Vietnamese community
in the Czech Republic.

3. Buddhism in Vietnam
According to legend, Buddhism (Vietnamese: Phật giáo) has been present in the territory of what is now Vietnam since the 3rd century BC – that is, before the Chinese
rule of the northern part of the country started.12 The Buddhist sangha (Sanskrit:
saṃgha, a community led by monks) has had a significant, sometimes even crucial
cultural and political role. This was especially true during the Late Ly (1010–1225) and
Tran (1225–1400) dynasties.13 The role of Buddhism “for the common folk remained
unshakeable even in the following centuries” after the political influence of the monks
had started waning.14
In Vietnam, there are two oldest Buddhist traditions: Theravada (Sanskrit: Theravāda) Buddhism, which teaches worshippers to preserve what is seen as Buddhaʼs
original teachings; and Mahayana (Sanskrit: Mahāyāna) Buddhism, which is more
open to innovation and to assimilating elements of local religions. Theravada Buddhists are the dominant group in the neighbouring Cambodia and Laos and other
countries to the north-west (Thailand and Myanmar), but in Vietnam, they are a minority and only live in the southern part of the country. This is because the growing
9
10

11
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14

Kocourek, „Vietnamci“ [The Vietnamese], p. 103.
Ján Ičo, Náboženství ve Vietnamu [Religion in Vietnam], Praha: Muzeum hlavního města Prahy
2010, p. 31.
More about Christians of Vietnamese origin in the Czech Republic: Vojtíšek, „Náboženství vietnamské menšiny v Česku“, p. 101–143.
Lucie Hlavatá, Ján Ičo, Petra Karlová and Mária Strašáková, Dějiny Vietnamu [The History of Vietnam], Praha: Nakladatelství Lidové noviny 2008, p. 48–49.
Hlavatá et al., Dějiny Vietnamu [The History of Vietnam], p. 49.
Ičo, Náboženství ve Vietnamu [Religion in Vietnam], p. 15.
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influence of the Chinese, who ruled the Vietnamese for a thousand years, from the
2nd century BC until the 10th century AD,15 pushed in the Chinese-style Mahayana
Buddhism from the north.
The Chinese- and, in the end, also Vietnamese-style Mahayana Buddhism is characterised by its overlap with the spiritual traditions of Taoism (Vietnamese: Đạo giáo)
and Confucianism (Vietnamese: Nho giáo). This overlap is represented by the words
Tam đào or Tam giáo, meaning “three ways” – three schools or three religions. Mahayana Buddhism arrived in what is now Vietnam in two schools. The first is the Chán
school (thiền in Vietnamese; in the West it is better known in its Japanese form as
Zen), practised in monasteries, and the second is the Pure Land school of the Buddha Amitabha (Sanskrit: Amitābha), which attracts a broad spectrum of worshippers.
Pure Land Buddhism (Vietnamese: Tịnh Độ Tông) of Buddha Amitabha (Vietnamese: A-di-đà Phật) was formed in China in roughly the 6th century.16 This school
strongly emphasises the Mahayana tradition of reverence for Buddhas as awakened
beings who achieved the state of nirvana (Sanskrit: nirvāṇa) and for Bodhisattvas as
beings who rejected nirvana to ease the suffering of all sentient beings and to help
them on their path to nirvana. Mahayana Buddhists from the Pure Land school believe that Buddha Amitabha reigns far in the West and, through his vows that he took
as a Bodhisattva, he enables his worshippers to be reborn into his realm. In the Pure
Land, one can achieve nirvana with the next incarnation. Buddha Amitabha is accompanied on his path of compassion and help for all beings on their way to nirvana by
Bodhisattva Avalokiteshvara (Sanskrit: Avalokiteśvara), who manifests as the female
Guanyin (Vietnamese: Quan Âm) in China and Vietnam. This schoolʼs Buddhism is
inseparably tied to ancestor worship which has pre-Buddhist roots.
The Vietnamese form of the Pure Land school only differs from the Chinese form
in details: the texts are in Vietnamese, Vietnamese monasteries hold religious authority, and the school commemorates Vietnamese heroes, respected rulers, and other
significant figures, but religious practice is not markedly different when it comes to
personal life or the liturgy.
The Pure Land school is currently represented in Vietnam by an overarching organisation called the Vietnam Buddhist Sangha (VBS).17 It was founded in 1981, and it
is one of the five most important religions registered by the Vietnamese state (alongside Catholicism, Protestantism, Islam, and Hinduism). The Pure Land tradition is
also represented by another body: The Vietnam Pure Land Buddhist Association, an
organisation registered by the Vietnamese government in 2007. Vietnamese communists initially harboured hostile attitudes towards Buddhism and religion in general,
but in the case of the Vietnam Buddhist Sangha, this attitude slowly shifted towards
tolerance and collaboration in the 1990s. In the second decade of the 21st century, the
attitude towards Vietnamese Buddhism has been unabashedly positive, with the state
authorities supporting Buddhism through the VBS as part of the national cultural
15
16
17

Hlavatá et al., Dějiny Vietnamu [The History of Vietnam], p. 26.
Edward Conze, Stručné dějiny buddhismu [A Short History of Buddhism], Brno: Jota 1997, p. 81.
An alternative name is the “National Vietnam Buddhist Sangha”.
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heritage – even abroad. About half of the population officially identifies as Buddhist,18
but it can be supposed that some of them accept Buddhism as a part of the traditional
mixture of religious and folk traditions, called the “three ways”. In fact, the number
of people who practice Buddhism outside of holidays and cultural occasions is estimated roughly at 10–14 million from 90 million in total – meaning 12–16% of the
population. Around 80% of Buddhists belong to the Pure Land school.19
The vast majority of Vietnamese people living in the Czech Republic and their
descendants come from the northern part of the country20, which has a strong Mahayana tradition of the Pure Land of Buddha Amitabha. Vietnamese Zen Buddhists or
Theravada Buddhists are not publicly visible in the Czech Republic. While Vietnamese Buddhists in the Czech Republic know and respect the world-famous Vietnamese Zen monk Thích Nhất Hạnh, they do not count themselves among his followers.
When talking about Vietnamese Buddhists in the Czech Republic, we will therefore
generally be referring to the followers of the Mahayana Pure Land school of Buddha
Amitabha. After all, these devotees usually refer to themselves and their religion as
“Vietnamese Buddhism” (Vietnamese: Phật Giáo Việt Nam). A difference from other
countries with a Vietnamese diaspora is that this name does not include the Vietnamese form of Zen Buddhism,21 as that is not present in the Czech Republic (with some
exceptions, such as individual Czech nationals who are part of the Order of Interbeing
of Monk Thích Nhất Hạnh).

4. Preparatory research stage: methodology and results
In the preparatory stage of the research, I first gathered all the available data on members of the Vietnamese community in the Czech Republic who identify as Buddhist.
Then, I visited a temple for Buddhists of Vietnamese descent in Prague-Písnice eight
times and talked to the people responsible for taking care of the temple.22 I also attended several official holiday celebrations which took part in Prague outside of this
temple in larger and more representative spaces.23 I contacted the preparatory committee of Společenství buddhismu v ČR [The Czech Buddhism Association] religious
society and talked to its members,24 as well as other Buddhists living in the Czech
18
19

20
21

22
23
24

Hlavatá et al., Dějiny Vietnamu [The History of Vietnam], p. 9.
This information was acquired in an interview (27 August 2017) with the Venerable Thich Duc
Thien, the Secretary General of the National Vietnam Buddhist Sangha and it corresponds to other
sources, for example: “Press Statement on the visit to the Socialist Republic of Viet Nam by the
Special Rapporteur on freedom of religion or belief ” [online], The Office of the High Commissioner
for Human Rights (UN), 31 July 2014, accessed 31 August 2017, available online at https://www
.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=14914&LangID=E.
In: Freidingerová, Vietnamci [The Vietnamese], p. 188–189.
Unlike for example Alexander Soucy, “Reappraisal of Vietnamese Buddhismʼs Status as ʻEthnicʼ”, Journal of Vietnamese Studies 12 (2, 2017): 24.
These included most importantly Mr. Nam Huong Nguyen.
Most importantly the Vu Lan and Vesak holidays.
Ms. Thi Thu Vu, Ms. Ha Tranova, Khanh Nga Le, and others.
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Republic25 and visitors from Vietnam.26 This process gave me a general overview of
the Vietnamese Buddhistsʼ activities and how they are organised. The preparatory
stage yielded the following conclusions:
The results of the 2011 census showed that about 500–700 of the people who declared Vietnamese nationality or Vietnamese as their mother tongue were Buddhists.27
700 is also a number corresponding with the information provided by the representatives of Vietnamese Buddhist temples in the Czech Republic in interviews. The interviews showed that about 1% of the Vietnamese community in the Czech Republic actively attend community activities in Buddhist temples. The observation28 and
other stages of this research showed that the number of visitors rises during Buddhist
holidays. The research results show that the limited number of visitors in the temple
outside of main holidays may be due to Vietnamese Buddhists being busy with their
demanding businesses or because they live too far from the temple.
When working with the estimate of 500–700 Vietnamese Buddhists, we must consider that the explanatory part of the census forms offered 32 registered churches
and religious communities as an example, but none of them belonged to the school
of Buddhism that is common in Vietnam. The listed and registered religious communities at that time only included a single Buddhist one – the Diamond Vehicle Buddhism. In order to count for another branch of Buddhism, the respondent would
have had to fill in the words “Buddhism”, “Vietnamese Buddhism”, or “Mahayana
Buddhism” without using the list. Since filling out the question on “Religious faith”
was not obligatory, we can assume that some Vietnamese Buddhists chose not to
provide this information, just like another 45% of respondents.29
As we have mentioned above, the closest religion to Vietnamese Buddhism in the
list of 32 pre-filled religions in the 2011 census was a religious community called the
Diamond Way Buddhism. Probably because the name was similar, 200 citizens of
Vietnamese nationality or those whose mother tongue was Vietnamese picked this
option. However, this number in no way corresponds to reality30, and it is probable
that these respondents chose this religious community because of the similarity in the
name, which also includes the word “Buddhism”. Another factor in play was probably
the language barrier.
From observation, Vietnamese Buddhism in the Czech Republic seems to be an
ethnic, not convert religion.31 This difference between ethnic Buddhism and convert
25
26
27
28
29
30

31

For example, with Mr. Hoang Chau, Mr. Hai Hoi, and Ms. Le Hoang Yen.
For example, with the Venerable Thich Duc Thien.
„Databáze výsledků…“ [“Results Database…”], https://www.czso.cz/csu/czso/home.
For example, during the holidays of Vu Lan 27 August 2017 or Vesak 22 May 2011.
„Databáze výsledků…“ [“Results Database…”], https://www.czso.cz/csu/czso/home.
This became clear from my correspondence with the representatives of the Diamond Way Buddhism community, 3 September 2018.
The theory of two “Buddhisms”, ethnic Buddhism and convert Buddhism, was created and further developed in the works of Charles S. Prebish and his opponents. For example, see Charles
S. Prebish, “Reflections on the Transmission of Buddhism to America”, in: Jacob Needleman
& George Baker (eds.), Understanding the New Religions, New York: Seabury 1978, p. 153–172.
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Buddhism in the Czech context is evident compared to the abovementioned Diamond Way Buddhism community, which comprises converts, ethnic Czechs, who
do not come from Buddhist families. The previously mentioned followers of Thích
Nhất Hạnh are a similar example. Compared to that, Vietnamese Buddhists of the
Pure Land school focus on their national minority, without any missionary activity
outside of their ethnic group. They focus on passing the Buddhist way of life on within
their families. This is also corroborated by the fact that there were no Buddhists of
non-Vietnamese descent in the temple during my participant observation and that all
religious literature, PR publications, and online marketing are only available in Vietnamese.32 Monksʼ speeches and other public appearances during holiday celebrations
are always in Vietnamese without interpretation.
This orientation inwards means that the religious life of Buddhists in the Czech
Vietnamese community is almost “invisible” for the rest of Czech society. This isolation of Vietnamese Buddhists also means they have no relationships with other Buddhist communities in the Czech Republic (with one exception mentioned below),
making Vietnamese Buddhism essentially “invisible” even for other Czech Buddhists.33
Perhaps the first organisation of Vietnamese Buddhists in the Czech Republic was
a civic society called “Společenství vietnamského buddhismu v České republice”
[“Association of Vietnamese Buddhism in the Czech Republic”], founded in 2006. In
2014, it gained legal personality as a registered association. However, its name is often
misquoted – even by members of the association in public speeches and documents.
The most common versions are “Svaz buddhistických Vietnamců v ČR” [“Association
of Buddhist Vietnamese in the Czech Republic”], “Svaz vietnamských buddhistů”
[“Association of Vietnamese Buddhists”], “Sdružení vietnamských buddhistů” [“Society of Vietnamese Buddhists”], and so on. This society has patronage over Buddhist activities in several (though not all) Vietnamese Buddhist meeting places in
the Czech Republic. It maintains close contact with Vietnamese authorities and the
“Vietnam Buddhist Sangha” (VBS) supported by the Socialist Republic of Vietnam.
This is also clearly shown by the presence and speeches of high representative of the
Vietnamese Ministry of Foreign Affairs Pham Thi Kim Hoa and secretary-general
of the VBS, the Venerable Thich Duc Thien, at a celebration of the Vu Lan holiday
connected with a celebration of the 10th anniversary of “Společenství vietnamského
buddhismu v České republice” [“Association of Vietnamese Buddhism in the Czech
Republic”].34
There are also local Buddhist associations in different places in the Czech Republic, which manage temples and organise their activities. The last one was registered in
32

33

34

An exception was a Czech poster invitation for a celebration of the Vu Lan holiday connected with
a celebration of the 10th anniversary of Společenství vietnamského buddhismu v České republice
[Association of Vietnamese Buddhism in the Czech Republic], 27 August 2017.
It is telling that the Buddhism practised by the Vietnamese community was not taken into account
in a project that mapped dozens of Czech Buddhist communities: Jan Honzík, Jednota v rozmanitosti: Buddhismus v České republice [Unity in Diversity: Buddhism in the Czech Republic], Praha:
DharmaGaia 2010, passim.
The celebration took place on 27 August 2017 in Prague in the Sapa marketplace.
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2017 in Prague under the name “Centrum vietnamského buddhismu v ČR” [“Centre
for Vietnamese Buddhism in the Czech Republic”]. This fragmented organisational
framework proves what one can observe when communicating with these communities: each community is completely independent in terms of organisation, finance,
and its connection to international partners – in how they get monks from abroad to
attend their holiday celebrations and other religious practices.
Monks do not need to be present for religious ceremonies at all times, but they are
welcome, especially for ceremonies on holidays, and to provide guidance and preach
outside of holiday times. Some Vietnamese Buddhist temples in the Czech Republic
have rooms set apart for a monk or monks. Vietnamese Buddhists generally request
monk visits from the abovementioned “Vietnam Buddhist Sangha” (VBS), Vietnamʼs
Buddhist umbrella organisation, or the “Vietnam Pure Land Buddhist Association”.
Monks from Germany (usually also of Vietnamese descent) also sometimes come
for shorter visits (especially in Western Bohemia). The struggle with getting enough
Buddhist monks for holiday celebrations meant Vietnamese Buddhists in the Czech
Republic had to start collaborating with Czech monks ordained in the Tibetan Buddhism tradition, who usually serve in the Liberec “Rabten Čhödarling” [“Rabten
Choedarling”] community. They get invited, alongside monks from abroad, to Vietnamese Buddhist holiday celebrations.35
Vietnamese Buddhists in the Czech Republic have been trying to ensure better
conditions for Vietnamese monks who currently have to struggle with unfavourable
visa conditions. This was also one of the main motivations for Vietnamese Buddhist
communities to register a religious association.36 This attempt to create a community
with the status of a “church or religious association” was mainly initiated by Vietnamese Buddhists in Prague. They were planning to replace the abovementioned
“Společenství vietnamského buddhismu v České republice” [“Association of Vietnamese Buddhism in the Czech Republic”] and possibly even other, local associations, and unify and centralise the Vietnamese Buddhist community in the Czech
Republic.37 However, not all local communities agreed with this intention.38 Based
on Act 3/2002 Coll., the preparatory committee submitted a proposal for registering
a church and religious association under the name “Společenství buddhismu v České
republice” [“Community of Buddhism in the Czech Republic”] to the Ministry of
Culture on 29 January 2016.39 In December of 2017, the Ministry rejected the proposal because the religious association failed to present a sufficient number of members.40 “Společenství buddhismu v České republice” [“Community of Buddhism in
35

36
37
38
39

40

The author met these monks (the Brázda brothers) at the celebrations of the Vesak holiday 22 May
2011 and the Vu Lan holiday 27 August 2017.
Interview with Ms. Thi Thu Vu 12 January 2017 in Prague.
Interview with Ms. Thi Thu Vu 12 January 2017 in Prague.
Interview with the Plzeň temple manager Mr. Do 18 March 2017.
Společenství buddhismu v České republice [Community of Buddhism in the Czech Republic] was
founded on the 26 November 2015.
Decision of the Ministry of Culture of the Czech Republic from 5 December 2017, file no. MK
75601/2017 OLP.
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the Czech Republic”] was therefore not registered at that time. Vietnamese Buddhists
themselves believe that the registration process was unsuccessful mainly because of
communication problems between the proposal initiators from Prague and communities from outside of Prague.41 Finally, the third attempt was successful, and the
Community was registered as a religious association in June 2020.
Local Vietnamese Buddhist communities are generally concentrated around temples or at least improvised places of worship furnished similarly to temples. Currently, there are thirteen real temples or pagodas in the Czech Republic. In 2008,
the first temple was opened in Varnsdorf, and another temple was consecrated in
the same year in Prague-Písnice. Other temples followed in Brno, Dubí-Pozorce
(Teplice District), in Cheb and Cheb-Svatý Kříž, Chomutov, Karlovy Vary, Most,
Ostrava, Plzeň, Prague-Malešice, and in Strážné (Prachatice District).42 Apart from
these established places, some holiday celebrations also take place in improvised
places of worship43 or tents in other places in the Czech Republic. There are plans
for building a new temple, or rather a more complex facility in Prague-Písnice.44
Surprisingly, there is only a loose correlation between the locations of temples and
places of worship and places with a higher density of citizens of Vietnamese descent
(see the map).

5. Second research stage: methodology and results
In the second stage of the research, I contacted the representatives of all 13 temples
and visited the temples (but in the end I was unable to secure access into the temples
in Chomutov and Most). In some of them, I took part in Buddhist ceremonies in the
role of a participant-observer. The aim of these visits was to appoint contact persons
for the distribution and return of questionnaires in the following research stage. I also
conducted semi-structured interviews with the temple leaders45 and took notes regarding the templesʼ location, their internal layout, and their equipment for religious
practices.
In the interviews, temple leaders repeatedly stated that the temple has been established to strengthen the cultural identity of third-generation Vietnamese in the
Czech Republic, but that in time it developed into a place of true religious practice.
A typical example of how a local temple can be established is the first temple in the
41
42

43

44

45

Interview with local Buddhists in the temples in Dubí 2 March 2018 and Brno 14 March 2018.
The temples are listed in alphabetical order, as the years they were established are generally not
known, even to the local believers.
An example is the provisional building in the village Potůčky (Karlovy Vary District). More in:
Freidingerová, Vietnamci [The Vietnamese], p. 172-173.
Zdeněk Vojtíšek and Pavel Hošek, “Vietnamský Vesak” [Vietnamese Vesak], Dingir 14 (2,
2011): 41.
For example, in Varnsdorf in an interview with Mr. Vu Linh Ngoc; in Ostrava in an interview with
Ing. Chau Van Hoang and Ing. Trinh Tan, in Brno with Ms. Phung Thi Nga, in Cheb with Mr. Le
Anh Phong etc.
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Czech Republic, which was founded in the North Bohemian town of Varnsdorf. Two
Czech citizens (mother and daughter) of Vietnamese descent and nationality who
lived in Varnsdorf travelled to their native town in Vietnam in 2005, contacted a local
Buddhist monk, invited him to the Czech Republic, and organised his visit in the
same year. Together with some other members of the Varnsdorf Vietnamese community, they started building a provisional place of worship in the attic of one of the
houses. The place of worship was officially opened in 2006. Since then, a Buddhist
monk from Vietnam Thích Thanh Phúc has been coming about twice a year for two
to three months. The Varnsdorf project turned out to be viable, and the locals started
a public collection. In 2007, they founded a civic association called “Vietnamský klub
sympatizantů s buddhismem v EU” [“Vietnamese club of Buddhism sympathisers
in the EU”], which currently has the status of a registered association. Then they
bought and refurbished a villa in Varnsdorf and brought in Buddha statues from
Vietnam in a ceremonial parade in the same year. The Varnsdorf “Chrám nebeského
milosrdenství” (Thiên Ân) [Temple of Celestial Mercy] was consecrated and opened
on 15 January 2008, in the presence of a visiting monk, Phuc, the Vietnamese ambassador in the Czech Republic, and a representative of the Varnsdorf Town Hall. The
main organiser of the temple project was the grandson/son of the abovementioned
women, Vu Linh Ngoc.46
The location and exterior of Pure Land Buddhism temples in the Czech Republic
vary quite a great deal. Sometimes, they are placed in separate buildings, built or
remodelled for this purpose, but they can also only take up a few rooms in a non-religious building. An outstanding example is the very large and generous newly built
temple in Cheb-Svatý Kříž. The villa in Varnsdorf refurbished into a temple is also
rather spacious, while the temple in Dubí-Pozorce is located in a considerably smaller remodelled two-storey house on the main street. The temple in Strážné only uses
a very small separate building. The Most and Cheb temples are situated in several
rooms on the first floor of shopping malls, while the Chomutov and Plzeň temples
use non-residential spaces on the ground floor of residential houses. About half of the
temples are situated in (mostly) Vietnamese market areas: that is the case for PraguePísnice, Brno, Cheb-Svatý Kříž, Ostrava, Prague-Malešice, and Strážné. These temples are open during the day, and visitors can access the temple rooms (but not the
background facility rooms). One of the altars in the Prague-Písnice temple is even
easily accessible from the outside to allow devotees to visit quickly without having to
take off shoes or coats.
On the other hand, temples located in retail or residential spaces tend not to be
publicly accessible. A visitor who does not belong to the Vietnamese minority and
who is planning to visit the temple outside of public worship times can encounter
significant difficulties. None of the Czech Vietnamese Buddhist temples is located in

46

Mr. Vu Linh Ngoc explained how the Varnsdorf temple was established in an interview on 13 July
2017.
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attractive, conspicuous public spaces and people who do not frequent a temple only
rarely know that it exists – often even if they live very close to it.
Temple spaces that are a part of larger buildings are always clearly delimited by
Dharma Guardian statues (Vietnamese: Hộ pháp) on the sides of the entrance or
close to it. In the case of temples in separate buildings, the surroundings are generally maintained and decorated with Buddhist flags, statues, images from Buddhaʼs
life on Earth, gardens, benches, etc. Some temples also have prominent statues of
Bodhisattva Guanyin (Quan Âm). Guanyin takes the form of a woman with a vase
full of the nectar of compassion which she sprinkles around (often using a willow
branch). Many Vietnamese see Guanyin as the “gentle mother” (Vietnamese: mẹ
hiền) who lends her power to sentient beings in hardship and crisis.47 Some temples
also have a small oven for burning sacrifices to the dead. In ancestor worship, the
smoke carries the essence of these gifts – models of money, clothes, houses, cars,
motorcycles, mobile phones, planes, and any other things the deceased might use –
into the spirit world.
Where the size of the temple allows, it also includes a kitchen, a common room,
bathrooms, and a flat for the monk or monks. To access temple spaces, visitors must
take off shoes. Where possible, temple spaces are divided into a main space with an
altar and a place for the worship of Buddhas and Bodhisattvas and a separate place or
multiple places (usually in the anteroom or on the sides) for ancestor worship.
A statue of Buddha Amitabha (A-di-đà Phật) stands in the centre of the altar,
alongside statues of the Shakyamuni Buddha (Vietnamese: Thích Ca Mầu Ni Phật)
and Maitreya Buddha (Vietnamese: Di Lạc Phật). There may be separate statues of
the Buddhas of the past, present, and future (Vietnamese: Tam thế phật) or the present, past, and future may be represented by the three previously mentioned Buddhas.
Amitabha represents the past. As Bodhisattva Dharmakara (Sanskrit: Dharmākara),
he made 48 vows, and in two of them, he swore that anyone who follows him with
trust and devotion would be reborn in the Pure Land. The present is represented by
the historical Buddha, Siddhattha Gotama, Shakyamuni (Sanskrit: Siddhārtha Gautama, Śākyamuni, possibly 563–483), as the one who reminded people of Buddha Amitabhaʼs deeds in our age. He is sometimes depicted on the altar as a statue of a child
or a man who has just died (achieved parinirvana, Sanskrit: parinirvāṇa). Future may
be referred to by Maitreya, the future Buddha, sometimes in the form of Budai (Vietnamese: Bố Đại), the laughing, prosperous Buddha. The altar also generally contains
a statue of Bodhisattva Guanyin (Quan Âm) – either as the abovementioned woman with a vase or as a statue with a thousand eyes and thousand hands (Vietnamese:
Nghìn Mắt Nghìn Tay Quan Âm), which she uses to seek out suffering beings and
support them. The altar also generally includes statues of Medicine Buddhas. On the
sides, it may be flanked by statues of Ananda (Vietnamese: A Nan Đà, Sanskrit: Ānanda) and Kashyapa (Vietnamese: Ca Diếp, Sanskrit: Kaśyapa), the historical Buddhaʼs
47

Allison Truitt, “Quán Thế Âm of the Transpacific”, Journal of Vietnamese Studies 12 (2,
2017): 85.
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closest students, or other good beings close to the historical Buddha or belonging to
the set of transcendental Buddhas and Bodhisattvas.
The walls or side altars of the temple may also be decorated with paintings or statues of Amitabha and his celestial guides and helpers and many other depictions of
spiritual beings. Some of the decorations may include light effects. The altars also
contain sacrificial gifts: mostly flowers, fruits, sweets, or water. There is a separate
space with sand for lit incense sticks, and candles are usually placed around the temple. When worshipping at the altar, devotees pray for protection, health, and prosperity, invoke Buddha Amitabha and other spiritual beings, bring and renew sacrificial
gifts, and light candles and incense sticks.
Many temples have pillows in front of the main altar for participants of services.
These include the singing of sutras (most often the Lotus Sutra and the Amitabha
Sutra), bowing, invocations of Amitabhaʼs name, and prayers of wishes and blessing
for all living beings. Services usually take place in the morning and the evening – if
enough participants attend. Two instruments are used during meditation: the fish
drum and the Tibetan bowl. Strikes of the fish drum dictate the rhythm of mantra
recital, and a strike on the bowl signals the time to bow. The mantra “I take refuge in
Buddha Amitabha” (Vietnamese: Nam Mô A Di Đà Phật) is usually written in different places (in notebooks, on seats, etc.), and sometimes it is also continuously sung
from the speakers. The main hall also usually contains bronze bells and gongs used in
mass celebrations.
The side altar or altars usually serve for ancestor worship and for paying respects
to the temple founders, important rulers, national heroes, etc. Figures that are often
commemorated this way include King Trần Nhân Tông (1258–1308) or President Hồ
Chí Minh (1890–1969). Apart from these statues, paintings, and photos, the side altar
may also include a depiction of Bodhisattva Kshitigarbha (Vietnamese: Địa Tạng,
Sanskrit: Kṣitigarbha), who frees living beings from hell in Mahayana Buddhism, as
well as other statues. Photos of relatives who died in the Czech Republic and in Vietnam surround the altar. Gifts of fruits, flowers, candles, and incense sticks can be
found here as well. As we have mentioned above, some citizens of Vietnamese descent see paying respects to the dead as a form of remembrance, and these practices
are often not seen as religious.
More people usually visit the temple on the first and fifteenth day of every lunar
month and the three main holidays: the first day of the new lunar year, the holiday
commemorating Buddhaʼs birth, Vesak, and the day of deceased ancestors, Vu Lan.
Holidays also include other ceremonial practices: candles and lanterns are lit, and
devotees pour water over the statue of Buddha-child (during Vesak). It is also very
welcome if monks are present at holiday celebrations to impart Buddhist teachings
to visitors and answer any questions. For practical reasons, holiday celebrations cannot take the same form as in Vietnam – as Freidingerová mentioned, for example,
“the lunar new year celebration in Vietnam can take up to 14 days.” All life on the
streets literally grinds to a halt during celebrations; there is no business activity,
people do not go to work, children do not attend school. In the Czech Republic
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these celebrations usually take up no more than one evening when retailers close
their shops early.48

6. Third research stage and its methodology
The research aimed to find whether the building of Buddhist temples could be seen as
a religious revival in the Vietnamese minority in the Czech Republic and, if so, what
the character of this revival was. A necessary assumption is that the religious revival
can be proven when respondents have experienced a positive change in relation to
the Buddhist tradition since the opening of a temple – when they attend a temple
regularly, when they understand the nature of Buddhism, when they partake in joint
Buddhist practice, and when they are involved with the local Buddhist community.
Based on the experience I gained in the first two research stages, I asked the following questions in the third stage, and I set specific criteria for evaluating the answers as positive.
1. Have the Vietnamese Buddhists involved with one of the 13 temples in the Czech
Republic experienced a qualitative change regarding their faith? Has the establishment of a temple close to their homes brought a revival of their Buddhist faith and
practice? – I decided that I would see the answer to this question as positive if more
than two-thirds of the respondents stated that they gained interest in Buddhism after
they were 15 years old or older and practised their religion in the temple. If the respondent gained interest in Buddhism as an adolescent or adult, their religiosity is not
a matter of habit, passed down by the parents and built in childhood, but personal decision. Buddhist practice in the temple proves that the respondentʼs religious life has
changed since the existence of temples is a relatively new thing (a decade old at most).
2. Is this potential change of religious attitudes or personal religious revival connected to migration? Was this change or revival significantly motivated by the respondentʼs newly acquired status as a member of a national minority resulting from
recent immigration? – I decided I would see the answer to these questions as positive
if more than two-thirds of the respondents stated that their interest in Buddhism was
stoked by family members or an existing Vietnamese Buddhist community.
3. Has this potential change of religious attitudes resulted in the formation of a religious community? Are newcomers integrated into the community in a way that
proves the existence of a local Buddhist community (sangha)? – I will see the answer
to these questions as positive if more than two-thirds of the respondents visit a Buddhist temple at least once a month and attend events of the Buddhist community.
4. Is the revival in the Vietnamese community, which resulted in the building of
temples, truly religious in nature? Can we say that temple visitors are Buddhists? Has
this change of religious attitudes been accompanied by a conscious acceptance of
values that can be called Buddhist and practice common for other Mahayana Bud48

Freidingerová, Vietnamci [The Vietnamese], p. 172.
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dhists? – I decided I would see the answer to these questions as positive if more than
two-thirds of the respondents exhibited attitudes, beliefs, values, active practice, and
involvement in the community that correspond to the characteristics of other Mahayana Buddhists.
I used a questionnaire to answer these research questions. My respondent target
group were people involved with a local Vietnamese Buddhist temple. The questionnaire had 16 questions. The first seven asked for the respondentʼs basic characteristics: their gender, age, nationality, education level, etc. Questions 8–13 were closed
and had 4–6 answer options. They asked about the context of the respondent’s interest in Buddhism, the manner and frequency of their Buddhist practice, and the
level of their involvement with the Buddhist community. The last three questions
(14–16) were open, allowing the respondents to express what Buddhism means for
them, what their religious practice looks like, and how they engage with the life of the
Buddhist community. The questionnaires were available in two language versions –
Vietnamese and Czech.
The questionnaire survey took place between 1 July 2017 and 30 April 2018. I distributed the questionnaires to all 13 Czech Vietnamese Buddhist temples using contact persons (temple leaders or other trustworthy figures) whom I approached personally to explain the questionnaireʼs purpose. All these persons consented to the
collaboration. The distributed package included the questionnaires and a stamped
envelope with an address to which the filled-out questionnaires were sent.
In general, around 400 questionnaires were distributed this way. It is impossible to
give a definite number since contact persons in two temples asked for the questionnaires in electronic form and printed them themselves, and at least in one temple,
questionnaires were copied. However, although contact persons proclaimed their
willingness to help, the return rate of the questionnaires was relatively low. In the
end, I managed to collect 80 filled out questionnaires, but these were only from four,
or rather five temples: in Prague (8), Brno (16), Dubí by Teplice (15), and Cheb (41).
The last town has two Vietnamese Buddhist temples: in Svatý Kříž, a periphery of
Cheb, and in the centre. The questionnaire, however, makes no difference between
these two temples.
Therefore, the filled-out questionnaires cover about one-tenth of the estimated
number of Vietnamese community members who visit one of the Vietnamese Buddhist temples. The research also confirmed the general assumption that the Vietnamese minority is rather closed off and not very interested in collaborating with outsiders. The preparatory stage of the study yielded a hopeful picture of widespread and
easy collaboration with contact persons in all the temples, but this hope turned out
to be mostly unfounded. One of the reasons for later communication problems with
contact persons was that they were not connected to the local temple closely enough
and spent too long in Vietnam.
Regardless, the absolute number (80) of the returned questionnaires is not necessarily small. A bigger problem is that this one-tenth comes only from four temples,
which is less than one-quarter of the total number, without any representation of, for
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example, the Ostrava temple, which is close to a relatively large part of the Vietnamese community.
The 80 respondents included 63 women and 17 men. One respondent was under
20, 7 were between 20–30, 24 between 30–40, 20 between 40–50, 24 between 50–
60, and 4 were over 60. The vast majority (85%) of all the respondents were therefore
middle-aged – between 30 and 60. 95% of the respondents stated their nationality
was Vietnamese, with two of these declaring dual nationality – Czech and Vietnamese. Only two respondents stated their nationality was Czech. The assumption that
respondents would almost exclusively belong to the Vietnamese community was
therefore confirmed.
Answers to Question 4 also proved that most of the temple visitors were immigrants. The question was: “What country were you born in?” 89% of respondents
answered “In Vietnam”, while 10% were born in Czechoslovakia or the Czech Republic (one respondent did not answer this question). Most respondents had gained
a secondary education (62,5%) and the majority lived in towns with 3 to 90 thousand
people. This is presumably because most respondents were visitors of the temples in
Cheb and Dubí u Teplic – towns with 30 and 8 thousand people, respectively.
Another point of interest in the context of the census results from 2011, with
500–700 people identifying as Buddhist, is question 7, which was: “Did you identify as Buddhist in the 2011 census?” In the answers, exactly one half (40) of the
respondents answered no. This suggests that the real number of Buddhists in the
Vietnamese minority might be higher than the census showed and higher even than
our estimates, based on the number of visitors to Buddhist temples. Thus, in reality,
the Vietnamese minority might have over a thousand Buddhists.

7. Third stage results
All the abovementioned research questions will be repeated in the following paragraphs. I have included the responses to the questionnaire survey with them.
1. Have Vietnamese Buddhists experienced a qualitative change in the manner of
their faith? Has the establishment of a temple close to their homes brought a revival
of their Buddhist faith and practice?
Over 71% of respondents gained interest in Buddhism when they were 15 or older.
The highest number of respondents (39%) stated that their interest started at 30–50.
The results clearly show that the respondents consciously chose Buddhism at an age
when they could make decisions responsibly. Therefore, a decisive number of respondents have their faith as more than just an unreflected family or national tradition.
Only one respondent does not use the temple for their Buddhist practice (another
did not answer). Most respondents practice both in the temple and at home (74%).
Both these findings show that respondents have experienced a change (or revival) of
their Buddhist identity and that the building of the temple helped this development.
The answer to research question 1 is therefore positive.
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2. Is this potential change of religious attitudes or a personal religious revival connected to migration? Was this change or revival significantly motivated by the respondentʼs newly acquired status as a member of a national minority resulting from
recent immigration?
Question number nine aimed to find who or what roused the respondentʼs interest
in Buddhism. There were five choices to pick from: the development of their own life;
family members; friend or acquaintance; a Buddhist community; or somebody else.
While some respondents preferred more than one option (94 options were chosen
altogether), it is clear that family generally had a significant influence (44 responses), as well as any existing Buddhist communities (20 responses). Only a small minority of respondents found the impulse that started or deepened their interest in
Buddhism outside of the Vietnamese community: 18 mentioned the development of
their own life and 9 a friend or acquaintance, amounting to 19 and 10% respectively.
To summarise, the respondentsʼ religious development was strongly motivated by
the national minority environment, and there is a proven link between migration
and religious revival.
Question 9 also explains the abovementioned tension between the “cultural” and
“religious” motivation for temple building. We can admit that the initial reason for
building temples was to strengthen the cultural identity of the younger generation of
the Vietnamese community, as several temple leaders stated in the research preparation stage. This goal was achieved, and (at least some) members of the minority
experienced a personal religious renewal and started seeing temples as places where
they could practice the Buddhist religion. There is, therefore, no conflict between
“cultural revival” and “religious revival”. After all, the relatively high number of respondents who only visit the temple on holidays (31, meaning 39% in question 12)
shows that the temple retains its cultural meaning alongside the religious meaning.
Answers to question 11 show that 63% of respondents practice Buddhism in the temple at least once a month.
3. Has this potential change of religious attitudes resulted in the formation of a religious community? Are newcomers integrated into the community in a way that
proves the existence of a local Buddhist community (sangha)?
In question 12, 14 respondents stated they visited the temple daily, 8 several times
a week, 12 once weekly, and 11 once a month. Over half of the respondents visit the
temple at least once a month (56%), while 31% only visit the temple on holidays.
Since I decided that I would see the answer to the research questions in 3 as positive if
more than two-thirds of respondents visited a Buddhist temple at least once a month,
this criterion was not met. Not all of the respondents whose interest in Buddhism
was renewed formed a Buddhist community – a sangha. The results suggest that local
communities exist, but they are not composed of all those who became interested in
Buddhism. In every temple that I acquired responses from, there are core groups of
several Buddhists who take care of the temple and its activities. However, an appreciable part of the respondents only visits the temple on holidays, suggesting an interest more cultural than religious in nature, as mentioned in the previous paragraph.
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The responses to question 13, which asked how often respondents attend Buddhist
community events, support this conclusion. The results show that the respondents
are very loyal to the community: over half of them (42) answered that they attended
all events, while 43% attended irregularly. In summary, local sanghas (Buddhist communities) have been formed, but not all those whose religious attitudes have changed
or been renewed belong to it. Individual Buddhists engage with the community on
different levels, for example, because of a hectic work life – which is very common for
members of the Vietnamese community, or because they are less interested in regular
religious practice in the temple.
4. Is the revival in the Vietnamese community, which resulted in the building of
temples, genuinely religious in nature? Can we say that temple visitors are Buddhists?
Has this change of religious attitudes been accompanied by a conscious acceptance
of values that can be called Buddhist and practice common for other Mahayana Buddhists?
Question 14 asks what being Buddhist means for the respondent, and the responses
differ quite widely (as was expected with an open question). However, they do focus
on three main topics: living according to Buddhaʼs teachings (16 responses), following the five ethical rules49 (18 responses), and do good deeds (14 responses explicitly,
dozens of other answers are more specific: for example help others, strive for peace
and harmony, practice compassion, etc.). The way the responses are formulated is
often very devoted and Buddhist in nature (mentioning Buddha as an example), but
they are stereotypical for some respondents. This does raise some doubts regarding
their authenticity, but it may also be caused by the fact that the respondents filled the
questionnaires out together. Responses often contain expressions and formulations
typical for Mahayana Buddhism: frequent mentions of altruist motives of compassion and mercy, a reflection on global interconnectedness (care for the environment,
peace, harmony, etc.). The responses show that a central goal of the respondentsʼ
religious life is helping other beings. On the other hand, nobody mentioned values
such as wisdom and knowledge (only one case includes a positive statement about
education), working towards achieving nirvana, personal spiritual advancement, supernatural abilities, coping with personal problems, etc., all of which are elements
common in other Buddhist traditions.
Typical examples of responses were the following: “To have true faith. To have
a kind soul that loves all people, animals, trees, and plants. Not being greedy. Living for other people in the whole world. My biggest wish is that there are no wars
in the world and that everyone loves each other.” (Cheb). “To help those in need
and have compassion with everyone. A person who follows Buddhaʼs teachings must
obey the five Buddhist precepts. Always keeping Buddhaʼs teachings in mind.” (Cheb)
“As a person from abroad, a person from a nation that needs to remember its roots,
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To abstain from taking life. To abstain from taking what is not given. To abstain from sensuous
misconduct. To abstain from false speech. To abstain from intoxicants.
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I turn to Buddha – every time I am in the temple, I feel very relaxed. Itʼs also important to do good deeds and respect oneʼs grandparents.” (Brno) “Finding spiritual
forgiveness, striving for good in life, both for oneself and oneʼs family, friends, and
society. Trying to be a compassionate, joyful person and not killing living beings.”
(Brno) “Doing good deeds for other people, self-improvement. Praying for oneʼs
family, grandparents, and all ancestors in the temple.” (Prague) “Cultivating oneself
to become a better person according to Buddhaʼs teachings.” (Dubí) “I believe that
Buddhaʼs teachings teach us compassion, peace, and education and help us be closer
and love other people and help others. This helps us lead a good life.” (Brno)
The responses to the following question, which asked for a description of the
respondentsʼ private Buddhist practice, also included having an interest in other
people, following Buddhaʼs teachings, obeying the five precepts, and other ethical
requirements. However, most of the responses naturally concerned religious practices: most frequently, the respondents mentioned prayer (36 responses, sometimes
specified as a prayer for the sick, dead, etc.), listening to recorded sermons of monks
(10), and less often also meditation (7). These responses also clearly showed that the
Mahayana tradition of Chinese or Vietnamese Buddhism incorporates ancestor worship. Respondents explicitly mentioned it in five cases, and in other cases, they mentioned burning incense sticks, worshipping at their altars at home, etc.
Typical responses included the following: “I set out one hour per day so that
I donʼt forger Buddhaʼs teachings.” (Brno) “I always pray at home by the altar or
in the temple or anywhere and anytime it is possible. I always try to follow Buddhaʼs teachings, forgive all evil, and not be greedy.” (Cheb) “Meditating, praying,
performing ceremonies, listening to sermons.” (Brno) “I conduct a ceremony twice
a month for my grandparent and family. When I have time, I go to the temple (I like
going to the temple). When I am in the temple, I make the same sounds others are
making.” (Dubí) “Praying every day, meditating, and listening to monksʼ sermons on
the Internet.” (Brno) “In the morning I pray to Buddha for 10 minutes and meditate
15–20 minutes, all at home. Twice to three times a week I go to the temple in the
evening to pray with friends.” (Prague)
The last response is also connected to the following open question asking how the
respondents are involved with the local community (full question: “Please state in
which ways you are involved with the local Buddhist community”). Most frequently,
respondents mentioned being involved by shared prayer (19 responses), listening to
monksʼ sermons together (16), celebrating holidays together (15), or trying to help
those in need together (8). Several respondents (9) described their involvement as
meeting with other Buddhists.
Examples of responses to this question include: “Attending all Buddhist holidays
and temple activities.” (Brno) “Always taking part in different activities the community organises and trying to help as much as I can.” (Cheb) “Helping with preparation at
all Buddhist events, listening to sermons.” (Dubí) “I go to the temple whenever I can.
I pass Buddhaʼs teachings on to my children and grandchildren.” (Dubí) “There is
a temple where we live, and Buddhists come here every Sunday to gather. Every year,
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there are big holidays, and we all try to help. During every holiday, many Buddhists
gather here.” (Brno)
The responses to all three open questions help us answer the 4th research question and conclude that the Vietnamese Buddhist community in the Czech Republic
engages in authentic Mahayana Buddhism. The responses prove that temple visitors
are aware of Buddhaʼs teachings and the values that Mahayana Buddhism promotes
and that some of them form a community that corresponds to a true Buddhist sangha.

8. Conclusion
My interpretation of the data presented in the first part of the paper and of the research results is as follows:
1. The Vietnamese minority in the Czech Republic has experienced a marked religious revival in the tradition of Mahayana Buddhism in the last decade. This religion
has “returned” to individualsʼ personal lives and public space to a significant extent.
However, since this is a case of a so-called ethnic Buddhism, this public space is limited only to places frequented by members of this ethnic group.
2. This revival took place in an immigrant minority, and it was initiated by the
minority, without any influence from the majority. Members of this minority formed
local Buddhist communities (sanghas). Different Buddhists engage with these on a differing level, but the communities are viable. This viability of local sanghas is proven
by their ability to raise the necessary funds to build and maintain temples.
3. The religious revival was no doubt initially intended to help maintain and develop the ethnic culture of the Vietnamese community in the Czech Republic and thus
strengthen the ethnic identity of its members. However, temples and local Buddhist
communities are unquestionably manifestations of authentic Mahayana Buddhism
modified to fit the Czech environment rather than merely cultural or folklore phenomena. The religious practise exists in the context of Czech society, which has not
encountered it before, and it is therefore evident that Vietnamese Buddhists in the
Czech Republic have undergone a transformation from the cultural aspects of Buddhism to the religious ones.
4. The revival gave rise to so-called ethnic Buddhist communities in the Czech Republic, meaning inwards-oriented communities within an ethnic minority that maintain only minimal communication with the majority and its institutions. However,
this compact nature of the Vietnamese Buddhist community does not necessarily
mean a unified organisation. Quite the contrary, typical features of Vietnamese Buddhism in the Czech Republic are that individual communities are independent, there
is no generally accepted leadership, and communication between the communities
is limited. When trying to register with the Ministry of Culture, the communities
attempted to collaborate to a greater degree, but this effort had no long-term results.
The research presented in this paper is the first of its kind for the Vietnamese minority in the Czech Republic. We can hope that data collection will become easier for
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future studies, as the Vietnamese community presumably becomes more integrated.
The future study into Christianity will provide a more comprehensive picture of the
religious life of the Vietnamese community in the Czech Republic.
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Abstract: Few mainstream computer games
have caused such controversy as Bioshock: Infinite (2013). The third instalment of the Bioshock
series is set in the fictional city of Columbia in an
alternate history of the early twentieth century,
which at first glance appears to be a perfect social utopia. After a while, however, the narrative
begins to uncover the multilayered problems of
society oppressed by a fraction of the white elite
and religious fanaticism. The popularity of the
game is not only due to the attractive audiovisual processing and complex game mechanics.
It is primarily a story that uses an unprecedented amount of religious symbolism – especially
Christian symbols, historical references, polysemic story elements, and a story based on the
concepts of frontier myth and American exceptionalism. This work will deal with analysing
these phenomena, especially those directly related to the religious and nationalistic topics in
the United States.
Keywords
Bioshock; Religion; Politics; Videogames; American Exceptionalism; The Frontier Myth.

Abstract: Málokterá mainstreamová počítačová
hra vyvolala svým zasazením a příběhem takovou kontroverzi, jako Bioshock: Infinite (2013).
Třetí díl série Bioshock, která po celém světě
prodala přes 25 milionů kopií (z toho B:I 11 milionů), je zasazený do fiktivního města Columbia
na počátku dvacátého století, které se na první
pohled jeví jako dokonalá společenská utopie.
Již po chvíli začne ovšem narativ odkrývat mnohovrstevné problémy společnosti utlačované
zlomkem bílé elity a náboženským fanatismem.
Obliba hry není dána jen přitažlivým audiovizuálním zpracováním a komplexními herními mechanikami. Jde především o příběhovou stránku
užívající na produkt určený pro masové publikum až nebývalé množství náboženské symboliky – zejména křesťanské, dále historických
odkazů a polysémických příběhových prvků.
Tento článek se bude zabývat analýzou nábožensko-společenských fenoménů objevujících se ve
hře. Zejména se zaměří na ty, které jsou přímo
spojeny s náboženskými a nacionalistickými tématy ve Spojených státech.
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- “Where am I?”
- “Heaven, friend, or as close as weʼll see ʻtil judgement day.”
With these words, the white-clad monk introduces the main protagonist Booker DeWitt to the flying city of Columbia. In the middle of a room bathed in sunlight shining
through stained glass stands a statue of a man whose face, adorned with a massive
beard, reflects determination. On the inscription below him stands: “Zachary Hale
Comstock, our Prophet”. The year is 1912, and Booker has only one goal. Find and
bring the girl called Elizabeth and wipe away the debt. So the story of redemption,
power, and free will but also racism, politics, and religion begins.
Bioshock: Infinite (2013) is a single-player first-person shooter with a linear story
ending in a set way. It is a genre of action-adventure with RPG1 elements. The game is
playable on all major platforms of its time (Windows, PS3 / 4, Xbox 360 / One, OSX
and Linux). The gameʼs narrative contains elements of retrofuturism and alternate
history – it is based on historical events, which, however, have developed differently
than in the real world, and it shows advanced technologies the way people from the
period imagined them. The narrative depends heavily on the multiverse theory. The
multiverse is a theory of the existence of many universes coexisting side by side. Although the term is a mere hypothesis in science, it is often used in popular culture,
especially the science fiction genre, mainly in connection with the motive of human
decision-making. The consequences of every human choice are reflected in one of
these parallel universes.
Bioshock: Infinite is the third part of an economically and critically acclaimed series. The first two parts were set in the underwater city of Rapture, which was created
as a refuge for the elite of its time (the 1960s)2. Although this paper deals with the
analysis of only the third part of the series, it is impossible not to mention the two
previous games. Due to their narrative differences and emphasis on non-religious
components, an attempt to include the narrative of the entire game-world would be
beyond the capacity and intention of this work. However, to introduce the context
to readers with no previous knowledge of the series, it will be necessary to at least
outline the foundations on which Bioshock: Infinite is based.
The first volume was developed by 2K Boston (later renamed to Irrational Games)
and was released in 2007 for PC and consoles. The concept was created by a team
around game veteran Ken Levin, the man behind Bioshockʼs spiritual forerunner, the
space sci-fi horror System Shock (1995).

1

2

The player goes through a story with one or more characters and acts on behalf of these characters
according to the given rules. Apart from the medium of video games, the genre is also popular as
a board game (Dungeons and Dragons, Shadowrun, GURPS), or within the so-called larp (live
action role-playing).
Brittany Kuhn, “The Architecture of Bioshock as Metaphor for Ayn Rand s Objectivism”, Gamevironments 5 (2016): p. 155.
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Bioshock 1
The first Bioshock introduced several key elements that can be found in Bioshock: Infinite. The theme of social dystopia, originally intended as an ideal society, was based
on the idea of objectivism, specifically on the works of American philosopher and
writer Ayn Rand.
The game takes place in 1960 in the underwater city of Rapture, in which objectivist magnate Andrew Ryan (a reference to Ayn Rand) sought to create a thriving
utopia for the social elites, which would be protected from the power of any state
government. Especially after discovering the ADAM substance, which gave people
superhuman abilities, the whole city flourished significantly. However, the player arrives in the city after the shortage of ADAM begins to affect its inhabitants fully. The
whole society has disintegrated, and the main character finds himself in the submarine ruins inhabited by Splicers – once full members of society, but now beings irreversibly affected by addiction and the harmful effects of the ADAM substance and its
withdrawal. The story is presented retrospectively, with sound recordings scattered
throughout the game. In the beginning, the main character named Jack comes to
Rapture by accident – after a plane crash, in which he is the sole survivor and is saved
by swimming to a strange lighthouse in the middle of the sea.
The distinctive art deco style of the game, many innovative and unique game elements, a strong (and very authentically approached) theme, as well as the fusion of
several game genres meant that both players and critics enthusiastically accepted the
game, and a strong fan base was formed around it.

Bioshock 2
The wait for the sequel was not long. In 2010, the second Bioshock was released. Again,
it was set in the underwater Rapture, but this time the playerʼs character is DELTA,
the fourth attempt to create Big Daddy, a giant half-artificial sentinel of the city. The
setting was preserved, but the development team changed, and almost no one from
the original creators worked on the title. The sequel did not reach the qualities of its
predecessor but still had decent sales. Thus, the path to the third Bioshock was open.

Bioshock: Infinite
The third Bioshock emerged from the depths of the sea into the clouds. Another form
of dystopia was created here. Bioshock: Infinite is a sci-fi video game with steampunk3
3

Steampunk is a retrofuturistic science fiction subgenre. It usually mixes old, Victorian visuals with
modern technology. Futuristic elements are often achieved by inserting newer technologies into
older ones, or by contrasting them. For example, the city of Columbia in Bioshock: Infinite floats
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elements set in 1912 in the flying city of Columbia. Columbia was originally founded
by self-proclaimed prophet Zachary Hale Comstock as a religious refuge for his followers. Physicist Rosalinda Lutece has discovered a way to make the city fly. Comstock then took advantage of this opportunity, broke away from America and turned
Columbia into a floating, sovereign city-state. However, for the whole city, its maintenance workers live in slave conditions – Black people, Asians, the Irish, and other minorities. This apartheid-based state is based on observing religious commandments,
the will of the prophet, and the idea of the exceptionalism of the United States.
Bioshock: Infinite emerges from the storyline of its predecessors but retains the
iconic elements of the series, such as controlling supernatural abilities and retrospective storytelling with sound recordings in various locations. However, it adds
a stronger plot and a helper character – Elizabeth, who accompanies the protagonist,
Booker, most of the game.
The designers in the game used images from a wide range of American Christianity
to create the game aesthetics, narratives, and world. Examples of these significant
Christian motifs include preacher figures, priests, biblical stories, and Bible-like language. The player can hear chants and walk through church-like buildings. Baptism
and rebirth motifs have an essential role here.
The centre of life in Columbia is religion. Power and government in Columbia
take place entirely in the context of the cityʼs official religion and come only from the
founder of both the religion and the city, Zachary Hale Comstock. The city grew out
of believers who followed Comstockʼs new pseudo-Christian religion. He established
Columbia as a refuge for his followers and created a political structure that derived all
its power from religion. Rules, laws, customs, and entertainment are tools filled with
religious elements. In Columbia, politics and religion are entirely merged so that even
the cityʼs civic events are part of the official religion. For example, the cityʼs Independence Day celebrations are considered religious holidays. In this city, all aspects of
social life are determined by the religious hegemon and serve to maintain the status
quo of Comstockʼs power.
The language of evangelical symbolism is transformed into an unusual setting – the
predominant form of religiosity is directed at the Founding Fathers and the Prophet
Comstock, who are depicted in statues or paintings as Christian saints. The history of
the United States is mythical and emphasises the critical role of angels in the formation of a levitating city.
From the perspective of the main antagonist Comstock and his followers, the
American nation is the alpha and omega of Columbian predominant religious ideology. It is defined as something created and ruled by the white man and singles out
minorities as “alien hordes.” The American Civil War is seen as the most shameful
betrayal of these principles because it deprived white people of a God-given right to
dominate others. Here, the symbolic language is complemented by the racist rhetoric
with a breakthrough in quantum mechanics, but still uses video playback technology in a way it
was known in 1912.
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of the Ku Klux Klan and other religious-political groups in US history who advocated
the right to a white-only government.
The unsustainable situation of the United States after the Civil War required
change, in the eyes of Comstock and his followers. They fleed from the pluralistic (or
at least less bigoted) territory of America to the clouds to form a society that would
function according to their principles. However, the entire Exodus would not be
complete until everything else had been wiped out. In the game, Comstock dreams of
a Judgment Day, in which everything that does not follow the idea of white supremacy will be literally destroyed in a fire. This millennial expectation is a radicalised view
that appears in the very foundations of the evangelical faith. It was transformed into
a militant cult awaiting but also actively seeking the End Times.
The popularity of the game and its stable place at the highest ranks of various
popularity charts is not only due to the attractive audiovisuals and complex game
mechanics. It is primarily a story that uses an unprecedented amount of religious
symbolism for a product intended for a mass audience – especially Christian, historical references and polysemic story elements. Although a large number of science fiction motifs appear throughout the work, these can only be taken as a kind
of metaphor or tinsel designated to make the product more attractive to a potential
customer. These motifs do not necessarily interfere with the story itself, which could
take place in many other times and places, but it deals with the timeless questions –
manʼs role in society, authority and relationship to the transcendent and his representatives on earth.
This is not the first work to address Bioshock: Infinite, but it is one of the first to
analyse the religious side of the game. Several scholars have already dealt with the
political message, the concept of dystopia, systemic racism, or the ludological and
narratological aspects of the game. However, only minor works have been created on
the image of religion in the game.
Here I must mention the works of Frank Bosman4, Jan Wysocki5 and Wildt and
Aupers6, who dealt with the game from the position of religious studies. For others,
such as Heidbrink7, the Bioshock series also appears, but only very marginally and in
the company of many other games.
4

5

6

7

Frank Bosman, “The Lamb of Comstock: Dystopia and Religion in Video Games” [online], Heidelberg Journal of Religions on the Internet 5 (2014): 162–182, available online at https://research
.tilburguniversity.edu/en/publications/the-lamb-of-comstock-dystopia-and-religion-in-video
-games; Frank Bosman, “Accept Your Baptism, and Die!: Redemption, Death and Baptism in
Bioshock Infinite”, Gamevironments 6 (2017): p. 100–129.
Jan Wysocki, “Critique with Limits—The Construction of American Religion in BioShock: Infinite”, Religions 9 (2018): p. 150[-164].
Lars de Wildt and Stef Aupers, “Playing the Other: Role-Playing Religion in Videogames”,
European Journal of Cultural Studies 22 (5–6, 2018):867–884, August 2018.
Simone Heidbrink, Tobias Knoll, and Jan Wysocki, “Theorizing Religion in Digital Games.
Perspectives and Approaches”, Heidelberg Journal of Religions on the Internet 5 (February 2014).
Simone Heidbrink, Tobias Knoll, and Jan Wysocki, “‘Venturing into the Unknown’(?) Method(olog)ical Reflections on Religion and Digital Games, Gamers and Gaming”, Online - Heidelberg Journal of Religions on the Internet 7 (2015): 61–84.
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A preliminary analysis of Bioshock: Infinite suggests that one of the predominant
ways to develop narrative fidelity and cohesion is by applying the myth of American
exceptionalism and the frontier myth to its narrative world. Myth is a form of a cultural narrative that Janice Hocker Rushing describes as the means by which cultures
are defined. It refers to myth as a form of rhetorical reality that is not meant to serve
as a copy of the world lived but is created by repeatedly telling fantastic and fictional
stories.8 Myth functions as a form of the cultural narrative that implicitly or explicitly
defends moral decisions that unite or divide the community.9 Some myths also serve
as building blocks of national identity. This article examines how events, characters,
themes, and myths from history are used, combined, and altered to create a specific image of religion for the mass audience of an ever-growing group of video game
players.
The basis for understanding the specific elements in Bioshock: Infinite is to understand the context surrounding the development and release of the game. Bioshock:
Infinite was created and published at a time when political perception among people
aged 18–35 began to grow as politicians began to use alternative media sources to
reach younger voters. These statistics suggest that the age group playing video games
is more aware of the political news conveyed by these sources than others, but these
people mostly do not want to be active in political life.
In parallel with these changes in political perception, the number of young individuals not associated with organised religion is increasing. Most of this growing part
of the population has increased distrust of the mixing of religion with politics and
the correlation of religious affiliation and certain social and political beliefs. The faith
and its manifestations have played and continue to play an important role in American life, and in the past, they served as an advocate for many early colonists settling
in America. Religious themes have been ubiquitous throughout most of American
history, and the United States Constitution contains special protections for religious
freedoms. However, while America remains the most religious industrialised nation
in the world,10 the number of younger Americans who profess religious affiliation is
declining.11 So while America remains a religious nation, most videogamers (people
aged 18–30) are still apathetic to organised religion. Besides, an increasing number of
individuals think that there is too much religious rhetoric in politics and believe that
churches and religious institutions should not have a place in politics.12
8

9

10

11

12

Walter R. Fisher, “Narration as a Human Communication Paradigm: The Case of Public Moral Argument”, Communication Monographs 51 (March 1984): 1–22.
Janice Hocker Rushing, “Mythic Evolution of ‘The New Frontier’ in Mass Mediated Rhetoric”,
Critical Studies in Mass Communication 3 (September 1986): 265–96.
Claude Fisher, Michael Hout, et al., “Event Transcript: Religion Trends in the U.S.” [online],
Pew Research Center’s Religion & Public Life Project (blog), August 2013, accessed June 2021, available
online at https://www.pewforum.org/2013/08/19/event-transcript-religion-trends-in-the-u-s/.
Frank Newport, “This Easter, Smaller Percentage of Americans Are Christian” [online], Gallup.com, April 2009, accessed June 2021, available online at https://news.gallup.com/poll/117409
/Easter-Smaller-Percentage-Americans-Christian.aspx.
Fisher and Hout, “Event Transcript”, https://www.pewforum.org/2013/08/19/event-transcript
-religion-trends-in-the-u-s/; Newport, “This Easter, Smaller Percentage of Americans Are Chris-
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While people aged 18–30 are among the fastest-growing demographics of those
who do not belong to any church, there are several reasons for the decline in religious affiliation in the United States. The dissatisfaction with the perceived connection between religion and politics may have been caused by the fact that the view of
religion has steadily deteriorated in public life. As a video game, Bioshock: Infinite has
a unique voice in this regard, as it conveys political and religious topics to a group of
people who do not usually intentionally seek them out. Also, Bioshock: Infinite, which
is critical of the mixing of religion and politics, probably resonates with this group,
which appears to be sceptical of both institutions.
This rise in apathy towards organised religion and the decrease in active political
participation also corresponds to the emergence of the so-called Tea Party Movement, a right-wing conservative movement inspired by the Boston Tea Party Movement, a protest party against unfair commodity taxation in the second half of the 18th
century. They are generally perceived as a movement with strong religious undertones. While the development of Bioshock: Infinite began in late 2007, the decision
and some key narrative elements were not decided until 2009.
The popularity of the Tea Party Movement among conservatives has increased
the religious rhetoric present in politics and at least partially supported the fusion
of not only religious affiliation and conservative politics but also religious affiliation
and deep patriotism.13 Some voices from the Tea Party Movement justify some of
their positions by quoting their desire to return to the Founding Constitution.14 The
movements gave the Founders who created the Constitution a mythical status.15 Some
even suggest divine inspiration when creating the document. This mythical state,
combined with divine inspiration, gives the Constitution a sacred status. For these
movements, the Constitution serves as the founding document of the United States
of America and the basis of the myth of American exceptionalism. The fundamental
mission here is to advocate the need to return to the basic principles that the Founding Fathers created to save the nation from destruction. These occasions surrounded
the development of Bioshock: Infinite and influenced the messages contained in the
game and their ability to resonate with the audience.
As video games are gradually becoming a medium with a greater focus on the story, creators are becoming more and more aware of the narrative potential to reflect
the context of the real world in which games are created and published. Religious and
political themes in Bioshock: Infinite focus strongly on the myth of American exceptionalism and the frontier myth. Myths frame political and social events rather than

13

14
15

tian”, https://news.gallup.com/poll/117409/Easter-Smaller-Percentage-Americans-Christian
.aspx.
Jared Goldstein, “Can Popular Constitutionalism Survive the Tea Party Movement?”, Northwestern University Law Review 105 ( January 2015): p. 1807–20.
Goldstein, “Can Popular Constitutionalism Survive the Tea Party Movement?”, p. 1808.
Goldstein, “Can Popular Constitutionalism Survive the Tea Party Movement?”, p. 1807–19.
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empirical evidence.16 Because myths are a form of cultural narrative, they can often
be seen in narrative messages presented by the media of a given culture.17 The media
that culture creates (including video games) can reflect or help create the prevailing
interpretations of the public.

The myth of American exceptionalism
The myth of American exceptionalism is centred around the belief that America
is a unique and superior nation with a special role in human history.18 This belief is
a critical element of the American national identity and an integral part of American
politics. In general, the public relies on the rhetoric of American political leaders,
which gives the outside world the appearance of order. The rhetoric of myth expresses this sense of order and understanding of the outside world.19 The language used by
political leaders to speak about these ideas and situations creates a link between the
American public and the outside world, from which the public draws its understanding of the world around them. The rhetoric used by American political leaders shapes
political reality and informs the way this political reality is understood. The language
used in American politics also sets out the principles that define how America works
in the world. These principles are expressed in the so-called Great American Ideals,20
originating in the myth of American exceptionalism.
In this work, I will discuss the myth of American exceptionalism as identified by
Jason Edwards, who cites three main components of this belief: “The United States
is a special nation with a special destiny.” “The United States is qualitatively different
from Europe” and “The United States can escape the trap of history.”21 A closer look
at these three components reveals various elements of the myth of American exceptionalism.
The belief that the United States is a special nation with a special destiny stems
from colonial notions that God chose the United States to play a special role in history. This belief allows America to sincerely believe that its foreign and domestic
political actions are being carried out with good intentions while believing that other

16

17

18

19

20
21

Richard Slatta, “Making and Unmaking Myths of the American Frontier”, European Journal of
American Culture 29 ( July 2010): 81–92, DOI: https://doi.org/10.1386/ejac.29.2.81_1.
Joseph M. Valenzano and Erika Engstrom, “Cowboys, Angels, and Demons: American
Exceptionalism and the Frontier myth in the CW’s Supernatural” [online], Communication
Quarterly 62 (5, 2014): 552–568, available online at https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs
/10.1080/01463373.2014.949388?journalCode=rcqu20.
Mary E. Stuckey, “The Donner Party and the Rhetoric of Westward Expansion”, Rhetoric and
Public Affairs 14 ( January 2011): 229–260.
Jason A. Edwards, Navigating the Post-Cold War World: President Clinton’s Foreign Policy Rhetoric, Lanham, MD: Lexington Books, 2008, p. 2–7.
Edwards, Navigating the Post-Cold War World, p. 3–5.
Edwards, Navigating the Post-Cold War World, p. 6.
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nations will want to imitate American policies.22 The idea that the United States will
be qualitatively different from Europe also comes from the colonial era. America was
a place that the colonists considered virgin, pure, and where people could build a civilisation based on ideas, values, and principles different from the rest of the world.23
These unique ideas, values, and principles served as the basis for the United States
Constitution, which created the governmental structure necessary for America to
become the largest Republican society in the world while breaking free from the corruption and mistakes of European policy. That allowed America to justify its difference from the rest of the world constantly. A third component of the myth of American excellence is the belief that the United States can escape the trap of history. The
American Founders argued that the United States could escape the inevitable decline
that all previous great civilisations have experienced, thanks to Americaʼs unique geographical location, the system of government, divine leadership, and destiny. This is
also linked to the idea that Americaʼs exceptionalism is never fully realised. The myth
of American exceptionalism stems more from the potential of what America could be
than from what it really is. This promotes a sense of superiority and difference that
justifies constant efforts to improve oneself and the rest of the world. It is believed,
then, that this constant desire for improvement allows America to escape the inevitable fall that awaits all the great powers over time and often leads to challenges to an
ideological return to some mythical golden age.24
The frontier myth is a fundamental myth of the United States. Bioshock: Infinite
has its roots in the myth of American exceptionalism. The moral framework provides
the basis for the many attitudes and ideologies that form the myth of American exceptionalism and that we can discover in the game. Bioshock: Infinite relies within the
narrative world on the overlap of these myths, especially in the character of Comstock
and the floating city of Columbia. Their use emphasises religious elements within the
myth of American exceptionalism, which we will focus on below.

Comstock as a Divine element
Just as the Puritans settled in the New World, Comstock founded Columbia and created the “New Eden” to create a new, ideal religious society. His mission is based on
a divine mandate and is justified by the fabricated religious myth, which Comstock
uses to support his claims to be a man associated with divinity. Through this divine
authority, he seeks to enforce his moral framework to justify and expand his vision
of a perfect society.

22
23
24

Edwards, Navigating the Post-Cold War World, p. 6.
Edwards, Navigating the Post-Cold War World, p. 6.
Edwards, Navigating the Post-Cold War World, passim.
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A special nation, a special destiny
A part of the myth of American exceptionalism is born of the idea that the founding of
America was directly led by God, who chose the United States to have a special place
in human history. The same idea is at the heart of the divine claims of Comstock and
Columbia, as is captured in one of the records of Comstockʼs sermon:
“And then, the Archangel showed a vision: a city, lighter than air. I asked her, ʻWhy
do you show this to me, Archangel? Iʼm not a strong man. Iʼm not a righteous man. I am
not a holy man.ʼ And she told me the most remarkable thing: ʻYouʼre right, Prophet. But
if grace is within the grasp of one such as you, how can anyone else not see it in themselves?”25
Comstock claims that Columbia is of divine origin. At the same time, he directly
connects himself with the deity by being called a Prophet by an archangel. The divine origin of Columbia gives the city a purpose and a certain destiny. In another
recording, Comstock describes Columbia as the “School of God.” He uses this term
to justify his racist government. He gives examples of God’s cruelty to show how
instructive he can be. By declaring that he has the same intentions as God, Comstock justifies his actions, lends them gravity, and creates the idea that everything
that happens in Columbia does so with Godʼs sanctification. In one of his significant
sermons, Comstock also suggests that the city is a herald of God’s wrath against the
“Sodom down there.”
The divine fate of Columbia is also evident in one of the first paintings the player
sees in the city concerning God’s judgment: “The seed of the Prophetʼs seed shall sit
the throne and drown in the flame the Mountains of Man.”

Propaganda: an example from the beginning of Bioshock: Infinite

25
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The language is similar to the language of the King James Bible. The prophecy itself
speaks of the future of the city when Comstockʼs descendants will fulfil the divine
destiny of the city and destroy the world on earth (and in the multidimensional story,
in one of the realities where an elderly Elizabeth rules Columbia, this will happen)
This connection between Columbiaʼs fate and the Comstock dynasty forms the basis
of the moral framework that Comstock strives for. This framework functions exclusively as an extension of the religion that places Comstock at the centre of everything.
His divinity is based on the belief that as a prophet, he regularly receives divine visions of the future. His position as a divine prophet is promoted throughout Columbia – on posters with the words “Father Comstock, our Prophet,” kinetoscopes with
propaganda about the “Gift of Father Comstockʼs prophecy,” and praising his ability
to see into the future.
The above-mentioned Seed of the Prophet is an essential motive within the whole
religious system: the centre of his prophecy, the future of Columbia, Elizabeth – the

Columbian propaganda – an example from
the game Bioshock: Infinite

Propaganda of Vox Populi using Z. H. Comstockʼs propaganda
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Lamb. By tying the destiny of his family, whose claim to power is based on the proclamation of divinity, and the cityʼs destiny, the idea of “a special nation, a special destiny” incorporates the idea of “a divine man, a divine destiny”. Comstock uses this as
the basis to justify its actions and the existence of Columbia.
Comstockʼs divinity is almost unconditionally accepted by the cityʼs white citizens
and equally unconditionally rejected by minority residents. When the player leaves
the Comstock Church building and enters the city for the first time, he sees a majestic statue of Comstock. However, the citizens standing under it claim that even
the statue “cannot capture his divinity”. Apart from a few episodic characters, the
only real opposition to the infallibility and divinity of Zachary Hale Comstock is the
revolutionary, minority-driven Vox Populi movement. First, in a few places and after
the outbreak of the Civil War, the player already openly finds the vandalised posters
“Father Comstock, our Prophet”, which now read “Father of lies, you see nothing!”.
Another poster says, “Tell us Prophet, did you see us coming?” Vox denies Comstockʼs divinity, which is however widely accepted by the white people of Columbia
with his presentation of “divine man/nation, divine destiny.”

The qualitative difference from the old world
Although Booker and Elizabeth reveal Comstockʼs lies, these revelations do not reach
the cityʼs residents. Their belief in Columbiaʼs divine mission thus remains intact,
and the city is still perceived as qualitatively different from the old world. America
is the old world here. Columbia withdrew from the “union” after the US Congress
condemned the decimation of Beijing after the Boxer Rebellion. Because Columbia
is ruled and founded by God, the United Statesʼ opposition to it cannot be tolerated.
Comstock believed that the founding of America was also led by God, but America
gradually turned away from its divine mission.
References to American roots appear in various forms throughout the city. The
Founding Fathers have giant statues right in the Comstock Church, and citizens pray
to them regularly. The Columbia flag contains 13 horizontal red and white stripes,
with a white star in the middle on the blue coat of arms.
Despite all the references and similarities, Columbia is perceived by its white, privileged citizens as clearly better than America, the old world. This difference stems
primarily from the idea that Columbia, not America, is the nation that genuinely
follows Godʼs path, and therefore Godʼs destiny awaits it.

Escape from the trap of history
Comstock believes that Columbia will be able to escape the so-called trap of history if it follows the divine path revealed to the city through Comstockʼs prophecy.
“The seed of the prophet shall sit on the throne and drown in flame the Mountains
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The flag and banner of Columbia, based on the visual of the US flag
Columbia also celebrates every 6th July as its own Independence Day – an event of secession
from the United States.

of Man.” Comstock believes the Archangel told him that the city would only exist as
long as his descendants were in power. One of his main goals, therefore, is to secure
his succession. However, he cannot have any offspring with Lady Comstock because
using interdimensional tears has made him sterile. Therefore, he uses this machine
to obtain a descendant from a parallel world. As the player finds out at the end of the
story, Elizabeth is Bookerʼs daughter. She was abducted by Comstock (i.e. Booker
from another reality) into his dimension as a toddler. Because Columbiaʼs future rests
on this descendant, Comstock locks Elizabeth in a giant tower – a statue of an angel
in the middle of the city – to hide her and then study and control her ability to open
interdimensional tears-portals to parallel dimensions.
Comstock has also created the character of the “False Shepherd”, who will come
and “lead the Lamb astray” to prevent any attempt by Booker DeWitt to save his
daughter and disrupt the prophecy. He then killed anyone who knew the true origins
of Elizabeth to prevent her from learning the truth, and to protect her carefully constructed myth of divinity.
In addition to the prophecy and the need for the Comstock Line, the people of
Columbia believe that they have already achieved an ideal utopian society that, unlike
all previous societies, is immune to degradation and decay. Part of “trying to escape
the trap of history” in the myth of American exceptionalism is the idea that America
has not yet reached true greatness but is constantly striving to improve to achieve it.
On the other hand, Columbia already believes it has reached its peak and calls the
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city “Heaven”. The fundamentalist society of the city is characterised by very polite,
orderly and law-abiding people and practical observance of Godʼs orders involving
racial segregation with a white society at the top.
In Bioshock: Infinite, however, the ideal society is an illusion. Comstockʼs divinity
is found to be of human origin during the game, and his divine mission is thwarted by
the rebel group Vox Populi and Booker DeWitt. Once Booker gains weapons for the
Vox Populi in one game mission, the movement begins its own intervention in the
form of total civil war in the streets. Violently enforcing its ideology, seeking to eliminate the Founders, and destroying their way of life by recklessly killing the people of
Columbia, the movement makes the city a burning ruin as an act of revenge for their
mistreatment. Through this violence, Vox Populi proves that their mission is no better
than Comstockʼs. As a result, Booker must use violence against both sides during the
game to protect Elizabeth, and in the end, Comstock, Columbia, and Vox are erased
from existence through Bookerʼs voluntary sacrifice of his own life.

The frontier myth
A significant extension of the myth of American exceptionalism is the frontier myth.
It is a central element of American national identity; evolving since the times of the
oldest colonists, it still continues to influence many aspects of political and social
life.26 The frontier myth, born of a desire to promote Western expansion, thus appears in American society to such an extent that it is an American “secular creation
story”27. Slatta notes that this myth is still strong even though many of its motives
have already been debunked, such as the image of the American cowboy as a harsh
and self-sufficient lone wolf, when historical records show that community and reliance were necessary for survival in the Old West.28 Through the prism of the frontier
myth, the frontier does not appear to be an obstacle, but it is “something that should
be explored and conquered through American expansion and intervention.”29 The
expansive behaviour depicted in the frontier myth thus serves as one of the logical
manifestations of the accepted myth of American exceptionalism.30 Bioshock: Infinite
uses these myths extensively to portray characters and environments, thus inserting
messages into the narrative world.
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Unlike American exceptionalism, which focuses on general values and ideologies,
the frontier myth focuses on specific characters and environments embodying the
ideologies and values embedded in the myth. The role of the frontier myth in the
idea of founding America is crucial to these ideologies. Bercovitch argues that the
frontier myth arose as a Puritan myth about the founding of the country in the early
stages of settlement and the founding of America.31 The Puritans settled in the New
World to escape religious persecution in Europe and established the “New Israel” in
a wilderness that was qualitatively different from the Old World.32 The Puritan mission to America was ideologically rooted in Biblical stories, and their behaviour was
interpreted according to Christian traditions. According to Bercovitch, these purely
Puritan rather than general Christian interpretations established
“a moral framework within which a certain complex of attitudes, assumptions and
beliefs can be taken for granted as being not only proper, but right.”33
This moral framework justified the attitudes and actions characteristic of the frontier myth.
In an analysis of the rhetoric surrounding Donnerʼs expedition34, Stuckey defined
four characteristics of the frontier myth: (1) erasure of indigenous peoples and other
“non-whites”; (2) the triumph of American civilisation over the wild frontier; (3) the triumph of individual aggression to sustain the community; and (4) the imperative and value of social mobility in American democracy and the price of immobilisation.35 According to Rushing, these characteristics manifest themselves within the frontier myth
through the dialectical opposition of the values of individualism and community.36
From this conflict, other opposing values emanate from the various components of
the myth. Rushing identifies two primary components of the frontier myth demonstrating this dialectical opposition: the cowboy and the frontier.37
A typical representative of the frontier myth, the cowboy embodies the conflict of
individualism and community. He is depicted as a prototype of masculinity: brave,
noble, ethical and romantic; a rugged individual, yet part of the community.38 In order to fight the wild environment, he must be a harsh individualist. However, to settle
and civilise frontiers, he must obey the communityʼs demands and work with them.
The cowboy has to deal with the paradox of being alone in society. If he is not a rough
individual, then he is not a hero; but if he does not respond to the needs of the com31
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munity, usually in the form of help from some threatening external factor, he cannot
be good and ethical, which are other necessary qualities for a hero of the frontier.
The dialectical opposition of the individual and the community is also present in
the nature of the frontier itself. A frontier is a place unknown and endless, eventually
conquered and transformed into something familiar. The contrast between civilisation and the wilderness is an integral part of the frontier.39
The conflict between the savagery of the untamed frontier and the civilisation
carried by the settlers further expresses the dialectical opposition of individualism
versus community, as the settlers struggle to survive and conquer this new frontier
in a specifically American way.40 This expansive behaviour also functions as a result
of American exceptionalism. America’s inherent supremacy justifies the intervention
and conquest of non-American frontiers and non-white territories to spread American values.41
The frontier myth is widespread in social and political life in America.42 Its elements are represented in Bioshock: Infinite through its characters and the narrative
world. The iconic character of the frontier myth cowboy is represented throughout
the game by visual references, the use of specific language, and other representations
associated with the narrative world. The elimination of indigenous and non-white
citizens is depicted negatively throughout Columbia. The very presence of Columbia
in the sky represents the conquering of the untouched frontier. The use of individual
aggression in the service of the community is present in the contrasting depictions
of Comstock and Booker. The move to democracy can be seen through Bookerʼs
constant pressure and the threats of the Vox Populi movement to Comstockʼs government and the white people of Columbia.

Elimination of non-whites
In the frontier myth, the expansion and conquering of the untamed frontier are accompanied by eliminating the indigenous population and non-whites. One of the
more significant aspects of the moral framework of Comstockʼs society is the separation and dehumanisation of not only people of colour but also the “unsatisfactory”
nationalities of white people (especially the Irish). Like all other aspects of Columbian society, this one is justified by religion. While Columbia initially acts as a heavenly paradise, the cityʼs uncompromising racism becomes apparent very early in the
game. The character of a Black woman Daisy Fitzroy describes her experience on the
sound recording in this way:
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“When I first seen Columbia, that sky was the brightest, bluest sky that there ever was.
Seemed like Heaven. Then your eyes adjusted to the light, and you see that sea of white
faces looking hard back at you.”43
Initially, Comstock intended for Columbia to be inhabited only by “deserving”
white people, but in the end, he decided to use people of colour and the Irish to do all
the manual work needed to run the city.
The exclusion of people of colour from Columbian society is reflected in forced
labour in the form of all demanding manual activities in Columbia. The vast majority
of these works belong to the industrial empire of factory owner Jeremiah Fink. Finkʼs
workers are forced to live in Finktown, a dirty ghetto that has been hit by uncontrollable industrial pollution, ravaged by famine, exposed to sunlight and suffering from
a lack of medical care. These gloomy conditions are not attributed to Fink and the
way he treats his workers, but they are blamed on the ghetto inhabitants themselves
and serve as a demonstration of their inferior, animalistic nature. By characterising
minorities as less civilised and less human than white people, inhumane behaviour
towards them is justified.
The city is highly segregated and separates white people from people of colour as
much as possible. Examples of segregation being part of the official order are scattered throughout Columbia. The motto of the local police force is “We protect our
faith, property and racial purity.” Emphasising racial purity and equating it with faith
and property demonstrates its importance and commitment to its protection.
In the first third of the game, a pseudo-secret society called the Brotherhood of the
Raven appears. It is dedicated to maintaining racial purity in Columbia. Its members

Columbia City Racist Propaganda – an example from Bioshock: Infinite
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wear robes with pointed hoods strikingly reminiscent of the American Ku Klux Klan
(they are not white but purple; however, the resemblance is obvious). They have a giant statue of John Wilkes Booth in the great hall of their residence. Several paintings
depicting the assassination of President Lincoln are hung around it.
Servantsʼ rooms and corridors in buildings throughout Columbia have signs for
minorities on the walls that remind them how to behave around their masters and
warn them that the only time they should be seen is when they serve them.
Moreover, explicitly racist messages are present in the voxophones44 found in Columbia45. The city presents a fully segregated society in politics and practice. This
segregation is justified and perceived as correct through the moral framework of the
Columbian religion.
There are several recordings of Comstockʼs sermons that show the use of religion
to morally justify the different treatment of people of colour:
“To tax the black more than the white, is that not cruel? To forbid the mixing of the
races, is that not cruel? To give the vote to the white man, and deny it to the yellow, the
black, the red – is that not cruel? Hm. But is it not cruel to banish your children from
a perfect garden? Or drown your flock under an ocean of water? Cruelty can be instructive, and what is Columbia, if not the schoolhouse of the Lord?”46
Here Comstock compares his actions with those of God. He preaches hierarchy
and responsibility towards other races based on a given, created law.
“What exactly was the ʻGreat Emancipatorʼ [Lincoln] emancipating the Negro from?
From his daily bread. From the nobility of honest work. From wealthy patrons who sponsored them from cradle to grave. From clothing and shelter. And what have they done
with their freedom? Why, go to Finkton, and you shall find out. No animal is born free,
except the white man. And it is our burden to care for the rest of creation.”47
Comstock again defends people of colourʼs subordination by appealing the divine
mandate created by an unbreakable order and comparing them to animals. Thus, he
justifies his supremacist behaviour. The extensibility of the white race, presented here
on the people of Columbia, is a characteristic element of the frontier myth.

The cowboy character
A cowboy is a prototype of a male character within the frontier myth – brave, noble, honest and romantic.48 A “frontier hero” is a tough individual who responds to
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the needs of his community by fighting external threatening forces.49 This exclusively
American hero serves as a reminder of the myth of American exceptionalism. Bioshock: Infinite takes this picture and puts the cowboy as the player’s character and the
gameʼs main protagonist.
Visually, the cowboy is represented in several ways. As the playerʼs character,
Booker is rarely seen in his entirety. We only see his face in water reflections and
official game materials. The only thing that can be seen for almost the entire game is
the hands, usually holding a weapon. In the few situations where we see Booker in
his entirety, we can see that he is wearing well-worn clothes, a handkerchief around
his neck, a pistol holster, and a face with stubble and a few scars. Another cowboy
represented in the game, Preston E. Downs, appears only indirectly – through an
abandoned travelling theatre with a Wild West scene and sound recordings. However, in various places, we can come across his hats – black, leather cowboy hats with
bullet belts instead of ribbons and large knives.
However, the archetype of a cowboy also represents the language the protagonist
speaks. Booker, dubbed by Troy Baker50, has a strong, harsh voice. He often answers
briefly and simply but appropriately and with understanding. Booker is not portrayed
as unnecessarily violent or a conflict-seeking man; on the contrary, he often tries to
avoid unnecessary fights with those he claims to have “no dispute with”. However,
when it comes to protecting Elizabeth, or a direct threat to himself, he is not afraid to
fight. After several fights, Elizabeth remarks at Bookerʼs address that he “knows how
to behave in battle”.
Booker is a perfect example of a cowboy hero, which is reflected in his strong sense
of service to the community. His desire to defend Elizabeth caused him not only to
fight all the forces of the cityʼs Founders and Vox Populi but especially to sacrifice his
life to prevent Comstock from existing at the end of the game. Once Booker realises
that he is the source of the evil that threatens Elizabeth, he longs to save her at the
cost of his life. This satisfies another of the main characteristics of the cowboy in the
frontier myth.

Individual aggression as a service to the community
Another characteristic of the frontier myth is civilising the untamed frontier. However, to be civilised, the community must be protected from various external threats.
The heroic cowboy must thus use individual aggression against external threats, usually manifested by physical violence, to satisfy the communityʼs needs. However, aggression can also be used against the community. At the frontier, everyone has to take
49
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care of the survival of others for their own good, so an individualʼs aggression against
the community can have catastrophic consequences.
In Bioshock: Infinite, Booker and Comstock represent two completely opposite
characters, manifesting themselves in individual aggression in different ways. Comstock manifests here as a corrupted form, Booker heroic.
Comstock uses individual aggression to increase and maintain his power and control. In addition to dehumanising all people of colour, he orders his executive forces
to direct and systematically liquidate all members of Vox Populi, a group of insurgents
created by his oppression.
In addition, as we know from Lady Comstockʼs sound recording, Comstock murdered more than 40 of his political and personal rivals.
On the contrary, Bookerʼs behaviour within the game narrative can be considered
heroic. Throughout the game, Booker selflessly protects Elisabeth from all the dangers they both face. It usually manifests itself in the killing of everything and everyone, however. During the game, we can see the inner evolution of Bookerʼs character
from a man whose job is to save the girl and take her to New York to someone who
would be willing to sacrifice himself to keep her safe. This selfless individual aggression culminates in his own death after he discovers that he is Comstock from another
reality and lets Elizabeth drown him before being baptised.
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Spreading democracy
The last of the above-mentioned parts of the frontier myth is the tendency to spread
democracy. In Bioshock: Infinite, the spread of democracy is shown in the nature of
Comstockʼs authority in Columbia and the threat to that authority, thanks to Booker
DeWitt and Vox Populi. These threats illustrate the inevitable spread of democracy
within the frontier myth.
Comstock first rose to his position as a ruler of Columbia through successful petitions to the United States Congress, which later financed the cityʼs construction.
According to Comstock, the creation of Columbia and its divine origin was inspired
by the revelation of the Archangel of Columbia51. Thanks to this connection with
the divine principle, Comstock eventually created a theocratic state in which he was
called the only sovereign authority.
After the Boxer Rebellion52, Comstock used Columbia for retaliatory action. The
United States condemned the event, and Comstock broke away from the States and
declared independence. Columbia, formed initially as an American colony, uses the
American icons of the “Founding Fathers” – George Washington, Thomas Jefferson,
and Benjamin Franklin – to give the impression that Comstockʼs form of government
was the same as the one the Founders intended. However, the real form of this government is the antithesis of a democratic government and functions as a totalitarian
religious monarchy. No religion other than Comstockʼs Church is tolerated in Columbia, and anyone who opposes the authority of the city ruler is removed.
The United States government initially presented Columbia as a showcase of democracy and goodwill for the world, but Comstock transformed the city into the
exact opposite of what can be found in the frontier myth.

Summary
Bioshock: Infinite creates the character of the specifically American cowboy hero
Booker DeWitt. This rugged individualist uses physical violence to protect his daughter from the Founders led by Zachary Hale Comstock and the anti-government movement Vox Populi and ensure her safety. The frontier myth functions as a founding
myth of a levitating city. Through claims to the divine mandate, Comstock creates
a seemingly ideal society deeply influenced by the religious conception of the myth of
American exceptionalism. This myth manifests itself through strong interventionist
rhetoric and practices based on the ideas of a divine mission. As a divine interven-
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tionist, Comstock forcibly collides with Bookerʼs harsh individualism, which results
in his elimination.
Bioshock: Infinite represents a narrative world where religious interventionist politics serves as a metaphor for a disease in the heart of America that only the power
of secular libertarianism can cure. By presenting Zachary Hale Comstockʼs vision
of Pure America, the game overturns and modifies the interpretation of American
exceptionalism and the application of divine myth to American origin and destiny
through the prism of divine interventionism. In almost all cases, religion in Bioshock:
Infinite is portrayed, if not as dangerous and inhumane, then at least as unusual and
strange. The player is confronted with the followers of a charismatic leader actively
proclaiming ultranationalism and the superiority of the white race, an idea that he legitimises through Godʼs will. The Prophet Comstock is portrayed as a bigot and cruel
antagonist sending his followers to fight the player’s character. Both the Prophet and
the Founders are proponents of views that are perceived as unethical by the majority
of society. Therefore, the playerʼs struggle against his enemies is also a struggle against
these values, which run against the cultural ideals on which Bioshock: Infinite was
created (liberal, multicultural). In the game world, Comstock’s religion cannot be
separated from his racist ideology. So the question arises as to whether and how the
game criticises religion, and if so, why is such criticism in the game?
Religion in general and American Evangelical Christianity in particular were used
to create the fictional religion that incorporates a racist narrative and represents the
enemies that the player must fight. The initial interpretation of religion in the game
may be that Evangelicalism serves here as a catalyst for racism. However, such an
interpretation would be too limited. By analysing motifs and elements in the game,
we must also ask an equally important question – what topics did the designers not
put into the game?
There are a remarkable number of religious elements in the game. Baptism, prayer,
a priest, chants, candles, angels, prophetic visions, the punishment of sinners – these
elements confirm that the player is playing a game that relies heavily on religious
themes. Even though they appear here at almost every step, it is no less interesting
to perceive what Bioshock: Infinite lacks. The two most important parts of American
Evangelicalism are the Bible and the symbol of the cross.53 There is not a single dialogue, note, clue, or another narrative indicator in the game that explicitly mentions
the Bible. The only clues in the game can be found at the beginning of the game in
the Welcome Center, but even these do not contain parts from the Bible; only their
language resembles excerpts from the King James Bible. The only biblical reference
is in Comstockʼs last words before his death – “It is finished.”
The same applies to the symbol of the cross. The only thing that reminds it at least
a little is the symbols of the stylised golden dagger embroidered on the hoods of the
pseudo-KKK in about a quarter of the game.
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Another important element intentionally not included in the game is the figure of
Jesus Christ. The whole evangelical community stands on the life, words, suffering,
and resurrection of Jesus Christ. The experience of being born again at baptism is
directly linked to the acceptance of Jesus as the only saviour. In Bioshock: Infinite,
however, baptism is associated with only a vague mention of God. Expressions such
as Christ or Jesus are replaced in the game by Comstock, the Founding Fathers, the
Lamb (Elizabeth), or a vague divine figure. In the story itself, however, the messianic
motif of self-sacrifice is included in the character of Booker Dewitt.

But why?
Creating computer games is an extremely expensive business. Over the years, the cost
of creating games has risen significantly. Video games are the fastest-growing entertainment medium with annual revenue estimates of around $90 billion worldwide, of
which $27 billion are in North America alone.54 Although accurate data is not available, Bioshock: Infiniteʼs creation has cost around $100 million.55 Mass market games
often cost more than $50 million and are made up of teams of hundreds of people
responsible for making the final product.56 The Bioshock: Infinite team consisted of
about 200 people.57
With these numbers, it is important to realise that the studio and publisher financing the development will do their maximum to ensure that the resulting income from
the game exceeds the money invested. In development, creators must consider what
appeals to players and critics, as well as how to sell the game to as many people as
possible. The higher the costs, the greater the target audience, consisting of people
with different tastes and political and religious views.
In the case of Bioshock: Infinite, it is essential to mention the long and problematic development, which explains how critical the economic success of the game
was for the studio. The publisher Take-Two had very high expectations, and some
commentators speculate that the number of eleven million copies sold did not meet
the publisher’s expectations, which could be one of the reasons why the entire development studio was closed in 2014.58 From this perspective, it seems reasonable that
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-game-1501413649.
Chris Plante, “The Final Years of Irrational Games, According to Those Who Were There”,
[online], Polygon, March 2014, accessed June 2021, available online at https://www.polygon
.com/2014/3/6/5474722/why-did-irrational-close-bioshock-infinite.
Leigh Alexander, “Irrational Games, Journalism, and Airing Dirty Laundry” [online], Gamasutra.com, February 2014, accessed June 2021, available online at http://gamasutra.com/view/news
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during the five years of development, the people responsible for Bioshock: Infinite
have sought to increase the likelihood of success by avoiding content that could
negatively affect potential customers. The Protestant population in America is large;
about a quarter of Americans consider themselves as Born Again Christians, and
from an economic point of view, the creators could not afford to ignore this part of
the population.59
An analysis of the construction of religion in Bioshock: Infinite shows that although
Christian, specifically evangelical symbols are used in the game, Christianity itself
does not suffer from the negative criticism directly. Most of the gameʼs religious images revolve around Comstockʼs character and aspects of his movement, perceived by
the majority of society as a dangerous, non-mainstream religion. However, the game
does not present any direct criticism of an evangelical family that attends Mass every
Sunday, is potentially a member of one of the mega-churches, listens to Christian
pop, stands for conservative family values, and has a personal relationship with Jesus.
The main elements of faith here remain unaffected by the negative and stereotypical
depiction of religion. If Evangelical motifs appear in the game, they are usually presented in such a way as to show that Comstock and his followers have abused them.
Mainstream conservative Evangelicals playing the game will undoubtedly notice that
even topics such as baptism, prayer, and God are not the target of ridicule. Instead,
they will see Comstockʼs followers as convenient enemies that need to be stopped
from their plan to destroy the world.
On the other hand, a metropolitan, liberal player will find their points of interest
as well. Liberal criticism and the fear of American Christianity allegedly nurturing
racism and nationalism may also find their place in playing Bioshock: Infinite. The
chauvinist and xenophobic society of Columbia can be seen as a mirror of contemporary America by a person who does not trust religious conservatism.
The only other existing system of beliefs that appears in the game is Buddhism.
At one point in the game, Booker and Elizabeth meet a Chinese woman praying in
a small hidden shrine. Buddhism is not given a significant role here, but the game
treats it with respect.
Bioshock: Infinite refrains from being critical of religion as such. However, it is
also reluctant to take a stronger position in the political debate. In the late part of the
game, a revolution of oppressed workers takes place.60 However, the revolt against
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shock Infinite Reaches 11 Million Sales” [online], GamesIndustry.biz, June 2015, accessed June
2021, available online at https://www.gamesindustry.biz/articles/2015-06-01-bioshock-infinite
-has-sold-11-million-units.
Hankins, American Evangelicals, passim.
Ed Smith, “The Politics of ‘BioShock Infinite’ Are All the Worse When Revisited in a Heated
Election Year” [online], Vice (blog), October 2016, accessed June 2021, available online at https://
www.vice.com/en_us/article/exkvvk/the-politics-of-bioshockinfinite-are-all-the-worse-when
-seen-in-a-heated-election-year-130; Alexander, “Irrational Games, Journalism, and Airing Dirty
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racist oppression is portrayed just as negatively as racist oppression itself – through
the devastating civil war, which stands in opposition to religious fanaticism with
its secular conception of the world, purges, and the installation of a new order. The
fight against racism here is a fight against oppression. As soon as Vox Populi starts
to win in one of the alternative realities, we find that Daisy Fitzroyʼs government
is as cruel as Comstockʼs.61 In other words, the game tries to convey the view that
the oppressed is worse than the oppressive. Religion is simply another one of the
cultural dimensions in the game. However, it is designed to avoid any conflict with
potential audiences.
In Bioshock: Infinite, we can see an example of how a big publisher tries to tailor its
products to suit the stereotypes perceived by the majority of society. At first glance,
the play seems to criticise a certain aspect of American culture and religion. However, unlike commenting on the contemporary social problems of Evangelicalism
or Christianity in general, it offers the phenomenon of new religious movements in
a form recognisable in social discourse for years – as something deviant and potentially dangerous.
As such, Bioshock: Infinite is not an attack on conservatives or tea parties. Instead,
it aims to draw attention to political groups that mimic the behaviours and attitudes
of Columbia and Comstock, respectively, and show how dangerous the ideologies
behind these behaviours and attitudes are.
Computer games are still seen as an inferior medium in a large part of (even academic) society. However, the development of games, their expansion and the number of genres prove that video games are an independent medium that can influence
and affect the consumer in the same way, if not more, than books or other passively enjoyable media. The mere number of 25 million copies of the Bioshock series,
one of the many series in the current market that can reach the masses, proves (and
some well-established departments in the West are proof of that) that an analysis of
this ever-growing medium makes sense. The virtual environment is fast becoming
the largest cultural space – a great example is the game Fortnite, another one from
a plethora of “shooter” genres. However, “live” concerts of professional musicians
also take place in its environment, watched by millions of people in real-time (12.3
million people watched DJ Travis Scottʼs concert at once!62). It will be interesting to
see in the future where academic research in video games will go.
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Abstract: Zuism is a religious movement inspired by ancient Sumeria. The first documented occurrence of it is from Iceland. This article
analyses the religious organisation within the
Iceland-specific context and argues that its sudden rise in popularity can be at least partially attributed to Icelandʼs specific relations between
church, state, and taxation. The first part of the
article focuses on introducing the movement and
explaining the background situation that led to
its creation. The second part introduces its core
religious tenets. Finally, the third part focuses on
how Zuism developed in the years following its
founding and addresses its controversy.
Key Words: Zuism; Iceland; Mesopaganism;
Neopaganism; Sumeria; Church tax.

Abstrakt: Zuismus je náboženské hnutí inspirované starověkým Sumerem. Jeho první zdokumentovaný výskyt je na Islandu. Tento článek
analyzuje toto hnutí ve specifickém kontextu
Islandu a argumentuje, že jeho náhlý nárůst
počtu členů může být alespoň částečně přisouzen specificky islandskému vztahu mezi církví,
státem a daněmi. První část článku se zaměřuje
na představení samotného hnutí a následně na
vysvětlení situace, která vedla k jeho založení.
Druhá část představuje jeho hlavní náboženské
hodnoty. Třetí část článku se následně zaměřuje
na to, jak se zuismus vyvíjel v letech od jeho založení a také přibližuje kontroverzi, která kolem
něj vznikla.
Klíčová Slova: Zuismus; Island; Mezopohanství;
Novopohanství; Sumer; Církevní daň.
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Zuism (Icelandic: Zúismi) is a religious movement unique to Iceland. Other names
that could describe the group, such as Sumerian-Mesopotamian Reconstructionism or
Kaldanism1, might also be acceptable. However, for the purposes of this article, the
term Zuism will be used exclusively to avoid any possible confusion. The term itself
seems to originate from the Sumerian verb zu, meaning “to know”. Thus, a possible
way to describe the translation would be “the way of knowledge”, or, in other words,
insight into the relationship between the mortal and the divine. A possible parallel
might be found in the Greek word gnosis.
Officially stated to continue the traditions and rites of ancient Sumeria – which
have not been practised for several millennia at the time of this article – the movement attracted momentary attention and experienced a significant surge in popularity in the past several years. Despite its ties to the ancient Middle East, the main
source of the movementʼs international fame appears to have less to do with the actual
religion and more with its rather unique position within Icelandʼs ongoing debate on
the relation between church and state. This article aims to rectify the severe lack of
academic sources on Zuism and introduce the movement, both in terms of its history
and its current-day position in Iceland.

Historical background
From the beginning of the eleventh century Iceland was a Christian nation – first
Catholic and then Lutheran, from the second half of the sixteenth century onward.
However, even after the country initially underwent Christianization, it retained ties
to its older traditions, as shown by the numerous Old Nordic literature works written
throughout the centuries.2
Starting with the nineteenth century, the country has seen a slow but increasing
interest in other faiths and religious practices, starting with the Theosophical movement founded by Helena Petrovna Blavatsky (1831–1891). Despite officially being
a part of the Lutheran faith, by 1920, Theosophy had established its own local branch
under the leadership of pastor Séra Jakob Kristinsson.3
The 1970s saw the rise of a prominent religious tradition in Iceland, one tied to
its older pre-Christian roots – specifically the Ásatrú Fellowship (Ásatrúarfélagið).
Named after the Norse pagan gods called the Æsir – which include a pantheon of
popular Norse gods such as Odin, Thor, Frigg, and Baldur – the organisation was
founded in 1972. A year later, it was officially recognised as a registered religious institution, allowing it to hold legally binding ceremonies and giving its chief priest
1
2
3

Kaldea (or Chaldea) being a late term for Sumeria.
The most renowned collections are known as Poetic Edda and Prose Edda.
“Iceland, Theosophy in” [online], Theosophy World, year unknown, accessed January 2021, available
online at https://www.theosophy.world/encyclopedia/iceland-theosophy.
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(Allsherjargoði) the same status as a Christian pastor.4 Since then, many other religious organisations have been established in the country, especially in the last decade,
although most remain a minority in the overall population.
Zuism (or Félag Zúista á Íslandi in Icelandic) as a religious association was supposedly founded in 2010 by Ólafur Helgi Þorgrímsson. However, it became an officially recognised religion in 2013, originally starting with supposedly only three
official members, the other two being brothers Águst Arnar and Einar Ágústssonir,
who were listed as board members.
From a technical standpoint, Zuism does not belong among neopaganism groups,
as it does not seek to create a new religion. By the same margin, it does not belong
to the rather broad category of New Age movements, as it does not seem to be influenced by any of the elements that help shape it (such as Theosophy, Spiritualism, etc.).5
The classification issue is further complicated by the movementʼs recent founding,
which means that even academic literature is yet to notice the organisation properly.
Thus, often enough, works that categorise similar movements do not mention Zuism6
due to having been before its founding, or they do not include it – most likely because
of its relative obscurity.
Compounding the issue is also the fact that the movement seeks to revitalise a religion that is not native to Iceland itself (nor did it have any known historical influence
on it) whilst inevitably being influenced by the already established religions and traditions of that area. In order to reach a conclusion where Zuism would belong in terms
of pagan7 groups, we need to define the three major categories that are commonly
used today:
a) Paleopaganism – Usually designates the polytheistic (and/or nature-centred)
faiths of both pre-Christian Europe and the broader world, including those still
active today, such as Hinduism and Shintoism. It is important to note that this
classification is only used to help categorise such faiths and would not necessarily
be used by the practitioners themselves.
b) Mesopaganism – A general term coined to designate the variety of movements
that aim to either recreate and revive previous faiths or create new ones based on
pre-existing pagan religions. The difference from Paleopaganism is in the influence
of practices and concepts (such as but not restricted to monotheistic religions) on
the founders and, by extension, on the resulting movement. This ends up creating
a de facto separate entity that incorporates elements from the original whilst re4

5

6

7

Camille Buckley, “What Is Zuism, Iceland’s Fast-Growing Pagan Religion?” [online], The Culture
Trip, June 16 2018, accessed January 2021, available online at https://theculturetrip.com/europe
/iceland/articles/what-is-zuism-icelands-fast-growing-pagan-religion/.
Michael York, The A to Z New Age Movements, Lanham, Toronto, Plymouth: The Scarecrow
Press 2009, 260 p.
Michael York, Historical Dictionary of New Age Movements, Lanham, Toronto, Plymouth: The
Scarecrow Press 2004, 267 p.
In this instance being a general term meaning both old and new religions not originating from one
of the three Abrahamic faiths.
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taining more modern concepts or sensibilities. Examples range from Theosophy
to Mahayana Buddhism.
c) Neopaganism – This model is a broad category of primarily Wicca and feminist
spirituality, sometimes incorporating contemporary liberal values. It is not directly
connected to the more open-ended western paganism that usually focuses on reconstructions of ancient religions as well as imports of various present-day indigenous and folk-oriented practices. Given its focus on personal freedom and self-development, there can be an overlap with the New Age movement.8 In comparison
to Mesopaganism, this category would incorporate more recent movements from
the past few decades.
As with any classification system, there is no absolute dividing line, and there
will always be a measure of mutual overlap. The three-group model proposed above
should therefore be taken as a tool for facilitating differentiation. For example, if we
use it on Zuism, the result would be its classification as Mesopagan. At the same time,
however, it also carries significant overtones of contemporary liberal attitudes regarding religious freedom and church taxes, as will be detailed in later parts of this
article.
However, it should be noted that even among pagan groups, Zuism enjoys a peculiar position for several reasons. Firstly, there are very few reconstructionism
groups focused on ancient Middle Eastern religions in contrast to Hellenic, Slavic,
or Celtic ones – be they regionally specific or pan-European in their focus.9 This is
perhaps even more salient in Iceland, given the strong influence and presence of the
older pre-Christian faith (represented by groups like the aforementioned Ásatrú
Fellowship).
Furthermore, while the country has seen a rise in the diversity of religious movements and organisations in recent years, Zuism still retains the unique position of
being the only movement that focuses on ancient Sumeria. This also runs into the
problem of ancient Middle Eastern religions rarely, if ever, having larger groups that
could be studied appropriately. Regarding whether the movement has its origins
elsewhere, the movement´s now-defunct webpage previously made claims that the
movement was connected to a foreign mother church. To quote:
Zuism in Iceland is connected to the mother church of Zuism in the state of Delaware in
the USA.10

There is, however, a significant issue with such claims, namely that it is difficult to
verify. Given the nature of such a supposed mother church, it would have been listed
under the umbrella term “New Age” in the stateʼs religion census. Such groups con8
9
10

York, The A to Z New Age Movements, p. 163.
Barbara Jane Davy, Introduction to Pagan Studies, Plymouth: Rowman & Littlefield 2007, p. 97.
“Doctrines of Zuism” [online], Zuist.org, January 16 2018, accessed January 2021 available online
at https://web.archive.org/web/20180116084124/http://is.zuist.org/about/our-mission/.
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stitute less than one per cent of Delawareʼs population11, and assuming such a church
did exist at all, it would have been lumped in with other similar associations due to
its small number of members. The claim that before 2014 there was an earlier Zuist
movement in Delaware that helped spawn the Icelandic organisation should therefore
be the subject of further investigation.
The founder of Icelandic Zuism, Ólafur Helgi, in a later interview from 2015, stated
that he left the movement mere months after its creation and that he has had nothing
to do with it since.12 According to state records, this statement is correct, as in February of 2014 he requested he be deregistered as director and has been unrelated to the
association from that point on.
However, it should be noted that official statistics differ from such claims. They
show that in 2013 there were a total of zero registered members, two by the end
of the following year and four by 2015.13 One could ask just how was it possible for
the association to be registered at all, as according to the rules on the registration
of public religions and religious associations, established in 2013, it was required
that 25 people over the age of eighteen be members for registration as a religious
association.14
Nevertheless, the low member count was sufficient for the district commissioner
in Northeast Iceland, who also supervises the activities of religious associations, to
begin the process of delisting Zuism as a movement in the same year.15
This was then followed by a massive surge in popularity, and by 2016, the movement had over three thousand official members – an increase by a factor of seven
hundred and fifty. While the numbers have been steadily declining in recent years, it
cannot be denied that Zuism experienced a major spike in popularity within a relatively short period.
While the sudden increase in the number of members could be explained in various ways, an often-cited reason is the promise of tax breaks that, at least for a time,
seemed to be a primary driver behind the movement. To explain the situation regarding the country’s specific long-standing issue of taxes, more specifically church taxes,
it is crucial to understand the chronic problems the native population faces regarding
how the state funds religious movements.
11
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“Religious composition of adults in Delaware” [online], Pew Research Center, accessed March
2021, available online at https://www.pewforum.org/religious-landscape-study/state/delaware/.
“Dularfyllsta trúfélag á Íslandi verður brottfellt á næstunni” [online], Stundin.is, April 14 2015,
accessed February 2021, available online at https://stundin.is/frett/dularfyllsta-trufelag-islandi
-verdur-brottfellt-na/.
“Populations by religious and life stance organizations 1998–2021” [online], Statistics Iceland,
accessed February 2021, available online at http://px.hagstofa.is/pxen/pxweb/en/Samfelag
/Samfelag__menning__5_trufelog/MAN10001.px/table/tableViewLayout1/?rxid=8b25e57f
-b0ee-4a83-be93-0b7c89ba2933.
Kjartan Krajtansson, “Zúistar fá tugi milljóna frá ríkinu en finnast hvergi” [online], Visir.is, November 16 2018, accessed February 2021, available online at https://www.visir.is/g/2018181119273.
Kjartan Krajtansson, “Zúistar telja ósannað að loforð um endurgreiðslur hafi fjölgað félögum”
[online], Visir.is, October 22 2019, accessed January 2021, available online at https://www.visir.is/g
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Zuism as Iceland´s highlight on church taxation
All citizens of the country are subject to a dedicated “religion” tax, with the percentage being calculated on the individual’s income. Unlike, for example, Germany – which has its own dedicated church tax – Icelandʼs government instead includes
support of churches in its annual budget. It should also be noted that since this is part
of the general income tax, all Icelanders are mandated to support religious organisations, regardless of whether they are members of one or not.16
Each registered religious group then receives a “parish fee” (sóknarg jald), where
a monetary sum is given per each registered member of at least 16 years of age. The
vast majority of the island’s admittedly low population is still registered as belonging to the Evangelical Lutheran Church of Iceland. At the same time, as Zuism elder
Gunnhildur Gunnarsdóttir noted in an interview from 2016, this might be partially
because all Icelanders are automatically registered at birth with the church of their
parent and most never bother to deregister..17
The conversation about rethinking the relation between church and state has been
going on in Iceland since at least the 1990s, beginning with the efforts of Siðmennt
(or the Icelandic Ethical Humanist Association in English).18 After two unsuccessful
attempts at registering and almost twenty years of lobbying and focused efforts by
Siðmenntʼs managing director Bjarni Jónsson, the group mentioned above finally attained the promise of the issue being discussed in parliament in 2008.
However, the global financial crisis of 2008 and Iceland’s subsequent national
banking collapse in the same year crashed the country’s economy, with some even
calling the financial disaster “the biggest any country had ever suffered relative to
its size”.19 A subsequent change of government followed in 2009, and due to more
pressing constitutional amendments being passed, the process was further delayed by
several more years. January 2013 finally saw the long-sought changes to law and legal
proceedings regarding religious organisations, allowing both Siðmennt and Zuism to
become officially recognised.
How is this relevant to Zuism itself ? Following a change in leadership in 2015
where Ísak Andri Ólafsson became the organisation’s director, there seemed to be
a shift in the movement’s priorities, and the movement’s leadership made a new
promise in November of the same year: The movement would reimburse members
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for the parish fees that the association would receive from the state.20 It is perhaps
not a coincidence that a mere two months after the declaration, Zuism suddenly had
over three thousand members, despite their number being in the single digits before.
Correspondingly, the association received over 32 million from the state in 2016 and
over 31 million in 2017.
This new directive was no secret, as the archived English version of the now-defunct Zuist webpage clearly states the following:
The religious organisation of Zuism is a platform for its members to practise a religion
of the ancient Sumerian people. Zuists fully support freedom of religion, and from religion, for everyone. The organisation’s primary objective is that the government repeal
any law that grants religious organisations privilege, financial or otherwise, above other
organisations. Furthermore, Zuists demand that the government’s registry of its citizens’
religion be abolished.
The organisation redistributes the government’s annual financial support equally to all
members of the congregation. The organisation’s financial matters are handled by an accountant firm, and general administrative matters are handled by a lawyer. Neither the
administrative board nor other members will have access to the organisations financial
matters.
The religious organisation of Zuism will cease to exist when its objectives have been met21.

It should be specified that the movement was not necessarily opposed to the existence of parish fees by default, but instead was more in opposition against the way
they were distributed:
The board of Zuism opposes the government’s financial support of religious and life
stance organisations in the form of annual grants (sometimes referred to as sóknargjöld
or “parish fees”, although these were actually abolished in 1987). Iceland’s Ministry of
Finance once more confirmed in parliament in 2014 that this financial support is a grant,
as opposed to an annual member fee.
If the state decides to pay out such grants on behalf of its citizens, an individual should be
able to choose what organisation receives the grant. This choice should not be limited to
religious and life stance organisations. Most appropriate would be to put an end to such
grants, and have religious and life stance organisations collect their own member fees.22

While the movement’s lawyers denied any connection between the shift in official
policy and the rapid growth of Zuism’s member base, an outside observer might find
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it too coincidental that there seemed to be such an influx of newcomers almost immediately after the said policy change was announced. To make matters worse, there
were even cases where people from other religions joined the movement, be it for
reimbursement or as a protest against the ongoing state of affairs.
Such individuals included even prominent Icelandic politicians like Birgitta Jónsdóttir, one of the co-founders and the first MP of Iceland’s Pirate Party. Despite
already being a Buddhist, she stated in an interview from 2016 that she joined the
movement to support the objectives of its leaders. In her own words:
“I don’t even expect to get my money back – it’s not about that. It’s about the issues they
were raising.”23

In the same interview, she also admitted that Zuism was a joke and a beautiful one
at that. This inevitably raises a question of just how serious many of these new members were about the religious aspect of Zuism and, by contrast, how many simply
wished to make a statement and, perhaps more importantly, whether at this point
the movement can genuinely be considered a religion or if it is in fact a protest movement as some Icelandic media suggested.24 Stefán Bogi Sveinsson of the Progressive
party even urged the Zuists in 2019 to deregister as a religious movement, as in his
view, it is doubtful anyone joined the movement for genuinely religious reasons. To
quote:
“I would go so far as to say that no one has registered in the organisation to practice Zuism
itself. Their reasons for registering are rather twofold: to get money in their pockets, or to
protest against current legislation about religious organisations.”25

Besides the goal of supposedly refunding members for their church taxes, Zuism
also had several other stated goals. For example, the abolition of the aforementioned
practice of infants being automatically listed as members of the same religious organisation their parents belonged to:
The board of Zuism is opposed to the automatic registration of infants in religious and
life stance organisations. Currently, an infant is registered in the religious or life stance
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organisation of its parents if both parents are registered in the same organisation. The
parents have no input in this process and are not notified of it.26

In a similar vein ran the demand for cancelling the right of religious organisations
to view private information about its members:
The board of Zuism supports the repeal of any law allowing for the access of religious and
life stance organisations to individuals’ sensitive personal information. The present law
states that the head of such an organisation shall confirm that an individual looking to join
the organisation is not already a member of another religious or life stance organisation.
This should be out of the hands of the heads of these organisations. Statistics Iceland,
the centre for official statistics in Iceland, should handle the registration of individuals
for religious and life stance organisations, until the current law on these organisations is
abolished.27

This particular demand is a bit ironic, given that following its change of leadership,
the movement had no problem accepting people already belonging to other faiths (as
shown above with Birgitta Jónsdóttir) in order to boost their numbers. However, they
would apparently hand over the responsibility of keeping track of every citizen’s religious association to the state. The phrasing until the current law on these organisations is abolished is nonetheless curious, as it appears in Zuism aims multiple times.
Another example would be the following:
The board of Zuism opposes a specific clause regarding a single religious organisation in
the constitution. The board also opposes the official role of a single religious organisation
during the inauguration of parliament each year. The repeal of laws regarding the privileges of religious and life stance organisations will help to alter the unjust and abnormal
structure of religious matters in Iceland. The aforementioned constitutional clause should
be abolished as well.28

It is up for debate whether the movement truly intended to advance such agendas
or whether it was merely posturing on their part. The fact that all these goals and
more were listed on the now-defunct Zuism page might seem like an indication of
the former, but since there seems to be no available record of actions dedicated to
promoting or advancing such aims, the latter seems more likely.
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Zuism’s doctrines and practices
Contemporary Zuism draws from the worship of the Sumerian gods of ancient Mesopotamia. On its now-defunct home page, the movement professes to primarily
worship the four creation gods (An – god of the heavens, Ki – goddess of the earth,
Enlil – the god of the air, Enki – god of water) and to a lesser extent some of the other
ancient gods. To quote:
Zuism comes from an ancient Sumerian religion. We believe that the universe is governed
by a group of living beings, who have a human form but are immortal and possess supernatural powers. These beings are invisible to the human eye and guide and control the
universe according to well-laid plans and laws.
In Sumeria, there were four leading gods, known as creation gods. These gods were An,
the god of the heavens, Ki, the goddess of the earth, Enlil, the god of the air and Enki,
the god of the water. The sky, earth, air and water were considered to be the four major
elements of the universe.
Creation was accomplished by measuring the divine word, the creator god only had to
make plans and measure the name of the object to be created. To keep the universe in
constant balance and to avoid confusion and conflict, the gods created what is called me,
universal and unchanging rules and laws that all beings were obliged to obey.
The second most important after the creation gods were the celestial gods, the moon god
Nanna, the sun god Utu and Inanna, the queen of the heavens. Inanna was the goddess of
love, creativity and war. Nanna was the father of Uta and Inanna.29
Said page also lists Dumuzi (a god associated with shepherds, commonly viewed as Inanna’s primary consort) among the gods worshipped by the movement and states individual
prayers directed to personal sub-gods are permissible.30

At the same time, it should be mentioned that the worship of gods is not necessarily the centre of Zuist religious activity. Instead, the ancient deities appear to be
mere intermediaries, with the actual focus being given to the worship of a heavenly
creative force. To quote:
Zuism is essentially the worship (id est worth-giving) of Heaven, of the north ecliptic and
celestial pole and of the constellations which spin around it. It is the knowledge of Heaven, which is an ancient gnosis, returning as a new gnosis for a new era; from this comes
the name “Zuism”, zu meaning “to know” in Sumerian (Wolfe 2015, passim). We believe
that stars, with their movements, influence the formation and life of categories of beings
on Earth. They generate beings out of Earth, either by direct influence or by assimilation
of the knowing subject (the star-gazer) and the known object.
29
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Our gods are the stars (Rogers 1998, passim), offspring of An/Dingir (Heaven), the hub
of whose vault is the north ecliptic pole winded by the constellation Draco, the Dragon.
Our God of Heaven is therefore immanent, not exclusively transcendent (like that of
Christians and other Abrahamics): our God is existent.31

Regarding the Zuist view on humankind’s role in the universe, the main focus was
restoring the natural link between Heaven and Earth. To quote:
We believe that the disruption of the attunement of Earth with Heaven and its stars is
the reason why civilisations degenerate and die, as beings themselves degenerate, their
actions become senseless, and institutions lose meaning and become empty logistical
machineries (Pankenier 1995, pp. 150–155). The reason why the entire Western world is
currently dying is because it has lost its “link with the stars”, which is the original meaning
of the word “religion” (literally “re-linking”).
The harmonisation of human (earthly) activities with the movements of the stars, with
the gods, is the practice of Zuism and the way for wellbeing, for good life. Zuism is the
means to bring the “lords of Heaven down to Earth” (the literal meaning of Anunnaki),
to “square” the latter, Ki, providing her with forms.32
The aforementioned defunct page also lists the designations of their priest ranks as En,
Ensi, and Lugal, but without explaining any distinction between them for those that are
not specialists in ancient Middle Eastern religion. The same lack of details or distinctions
is seen in the supposed way the movement was meant to conduct their ceremonies:
Regular meetings where hymns from ancient Sumeria are sung in honor of the gods.
Prayers are offered to the creation gods and each one also prays to his personal sub-gods.
Zuism has a lot of rituals and ceremonies that take place at these gatherings. Zuism also
organises reading and prayer groups.
Members practice faith in their daily lives by reading the ME tablets and following the
rules that the gods have set for us.33

Unfortunately, given that the movement’s web page was deleted without archiving
its subsections, any further details are seemingly lost forever. In terms of actual religious practices and rituals, it can be said with certainty that the movement conducted
wedding ceremonies, as they had both the legal authority to do so, and their entries
confirm performing such activities. To list a statement from 2018:
The denomination offers and has performed various ordination ceremonies, such as
weddings and baptisms in recent weeks. We encourage interested parties to take advantage of this service.34
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The word baptism or christening (skírnir in the original article – a form of skírn,
not to be confused with Skírnir from Norse mythology) is a rather peculiar choice
of term, as it is a word associated with Christian practices and not what one might
typically associate with Sumerian religious traditions.
Although it is most likely that this is simply a case of using already established language forms to convey familiar ideas to the target audience, the question of how such
a process differed from its Christian counterpart would certainly be interesting – if
only more materials were publicly available to allow an adequate comparison.
Another part of Sumerian religious practices, specifically animal sacrifice, seems
to be completely absent from the movement, as there seems to be no mention of it
on any of the movement’s websites (both those still operating and those defunct).
Considering it would have certainly caught media attention if it were practised, especially in a country like Iceland, a safe assumption can be made that this is one part of
Sumerian religion that did not see a revival in modern times.

Subsequent developments
Despite the promises from 2015 onward, the movement’s leaders seem reluctant to
disclose just how many members have been reimbursed or how much of the application fees have been paid out.35 Estimates place such reimbursements at around
6.6 million ISK, though the association itself did not submit these numbers.36
To make matters worse, the brothers Ágúst Arnar Ágústsson and Einar Ágústsson were charged with embezzlement and money laundering in 2020, allegedly funnelling most of the government funding into the organisation for their private use.
Estimated numbers would project a loss in the tens of millions for the organisation.37
As the article disclosing the indictment writes:
“The funds that flowed to the religious community from the state treasury were
not in fact spent on or for the purpose of actual religious practice or related activities
within the meaning of these legal conditions, but in other and unrelated ways and
including allocated to or for the benefit of the accused, the disposition of its assets
and its control in practice.”38
That is not to say that all funds collected by the movement were used in this manner, as around two million ISK was donated to Icelandic hospitals and charities in
2018.39 In addition, another almost ten million ISK was paid to cover the organisa35
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tion’s various legal fees, and over two million was spent on other various payments
such as for public relations and telecommunication services. However, even after
subtracting all of the aforementioned transactions, the association would still face
exorbitant debt should its leaders be found guilty.
It should be noted that this is not the first time the Ágústsson siblings have had
trouble with law enforcement. In 2015 the duo gained media attention as ‘the Kickstarter brothers’ due to no less than three of their projects (such as the Trinity Windmill design meant to be a portable source of energy40) coming under investigation
for embezzlement.
The aforementioned American site halted any further funding after approximately
20 million ISK had already been collected, although it did not disclose any further
details due to the ongoing investigation at the time.41 The case concluded with Einar
Ágústsson being sentenced to three years and nine months in prison (leaving Ágúst
Arnar Ágústsson as the sole leader of Zuism), and his associated company had its
assets seized.42
Zuism also applied for the purchase of land in May of 2019 in order to construct
a ziggurat43 that would serve as a temple for the growing religion44. According to
media sources, the temple was meant to carry the name Ekur (roughly translated
from Sumerian as mountain house), in reference to the mythological place where
heaven and earth intersect.45 However, in the end, the city council of Reykjavík refused the submitted application in 201846, with no further proposals being brought
forward since.
Recently there also seems to have been new talk of the movement being delisted
as a religious association. By law, any religious organisations must partake in regular
activities and submit annual reports of their operations and finances in March of each
year, but it seems that limited if any activity has been undertaken by Zuism in recent
years. Whether the movement will end up being deregistered or not is still uncertain,
however.
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As Halldór Þormar Halldórsson, a lawyer with the district commissioner in Northeast Iceland, points out, it is rather difficult for the authorities to monitor whether
religious associations actually conduct such activities in the first place. As long as the
acting director of a movement claims it is active, it would take a long and complicated
process of disproving it to allow the state to deregister a religious denomination. At
the same time, the law is very open about the qualifications required of such directors – for example, there is no requirement for a clean criminal record.47
As of early 2019, the State Accounting Office suspended payments to the religious
organisation when doubts arose about its legitimacy. This prompted the Zuists to sue
the Icelandic government for defamation.48
It could be argued that, in a way, members of Zuism ultimately ended up proving
the opposite of their intentions in regard to laws concerning religious organisations
and institutions. To quote:
The board of Zuism opposes the conditions imposed by the state on organisations in
order to acquire status as official religious or life stance organisations. The state should
not be involved in the inner structure or form of organisations of this kind. The most
appropriate action would be to repeal specific laws governing religious and life stance
organisations. Organisations of this kind should be allowed to set their own rules and
regulations, as for any other organisations.49

When contrasted with the above statement, the so-far brief history of Zuism
paints a somewhat different picture: The movement originally started as a small and,
in terms of members, insignificant group. Only when the law underwent changes to
allow more religious freedom of registration, it saw a massive influx of new members,
most of which seems to have been in response to their political protest and promises
of tax refunds rather than to its religious activities.
On the other hand, a different argument could also be presented: that a case such
as this ended up proving that at least the sentiment behind Zuism’s protest presented valid points against the notion of mandatory church tax, doubly so in an
environment where the relevant laws have too many loopholes to exploit. No matter
what stance one takes on the issue, the case of Zuism is yet another curious example
that sparked renewed debate on the topic. Perhaps that might even be considered
its legacy, in addition to any claims of continuing the religious traditions of ancient
Sumeria.
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Conclusion
For all of its brief moments of popularity, Zuism in Iceland seems to be well on its
way to meeting a rather anticlimactic end. Icelandic data shows that the number of
members has declined sharply from its short-lived peak in popularity. Compared to
its more than three thousand members back in 2016, the following years saw a consistent decline in membership.
For comparison: In 2020, the movement had only about 1200 members, less than
half the number reported four years ago. By 2021, the numbers dropped yet again to
a mere 838 registered members.50
This trend also seems unlikely to be reversed, as not only are its leaders going
from one indictment to the next, but the key promise of refunding church taxes to
members was by all accounts either not fulfilled, or at best, it only impacted very few
members. Instead, the movement helped siphon tens of millions from the state, most
of which ended up being spent on dubious projects or transferred elsewhere.
However, the possible end of the Icelandic movement does not mean that it had
no impact at all. A more accurate statement would be that outside of Iceland, its presence has been minimal enough to be considered non-existent. Aside from the aforementioned protest against government policies that temporarily put Zuism into the
broader spotlight, there were also short-lived attempts to branch out into other countries. For example, a British branch of the movement was supposedly established by
the Ágústssonir siblings in 2018 but ended up being dissolved a mere year later.
There are groups in other countries that could have been inspired by Icelandic
Zuism or at least apparently sharing somewhat similar beliefs, such as the Zuist
Church of Australia51 or Zuist Church of Russia.52 However an additional study has
revealed that no actual religious organisations of that nature have registered within
said countries, leaving their presence seemingly confined solely to social media platforms. Moreover both listed groups explicitly deny any relation to Icelandic Zuism,
making it difficult to establish any connection between them.
Even polls do not support any notions of Zuism organisations in either country,
as shown in the census of Australia from 2016. There were no Zuist groups in the
statistic.53 Assuming that such a group did exist at all, it would have been listed under
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the umbrella term “paganism”, implying that it lacked the members and the recognition for being categorised on its own. In Russia, the statistical evidence is even less
indicative of any Zuist presence, although it should be noted that this is at least in part
thanks to less available data.
In Dr. Igor Popovʼs online book The Reference Book on All Religious Branches and
Communities in Russia (Справочник всех религиозных течений и объединений
в России к.ф.н. И.Н. Попова)54 there are references to multiple different new religious groups. However, there was no mention of Zuism in any capacity. Given that
the non-Abrahamic55 religions make up only about two per cent of the population56,
the most likely explanation is similar to that of Australia – namely that even if Zuism
has a presence in the country, it is ultimately so small in scale that it fails to register
in any official census.
There is also no evidence that the Icelandic movement has had any contact with
or influence on the so called Mardukite Zuism, a different neo-pagan group inspired
by the religious traditions of Babylonian times, rather than those of Sumeria – as is
the case with the organisation analysed in this article. To quote their position on the
situation:
It is important for us to make note of this, because those who are otherwise unfamiliar with our work may simply be googling or looking at news articles, which at the
time of writing this blog are all focused around the events and politics surrounding
“Icelandic Zuism” and the “Zuist Church of Iceland” of which we, as the Church of
Mardukite Zuism, have no official ties with–in fact there have been no communications at all between the two groups.
Perhaps the only thing that associates the two together is that they are bother referred to as “Zuism” or “Zuist” traditions and emphasise an interest in Mesopotamian Neopaganism; although, as we would expect, the Icelandic Zuists are essentially
a neo-Sumerian interpretation of a potential modern Anunnaki religion in contrast to
our Mardukite Babylonian one.57
All things considered, Zuism seems to be a product of specific societal and legal
circumstances – a form of protest against the establishment that emerges in society
and often fades back into obscurity afterwards. The intentions of its founder might
have been different, but, judging by the consequences of its so far short-lived existence, Zuism became less centred on reviving Sumerian religious traditions and more
on activism and siphoning state funding.
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“Новые западные религии / New western religions” [online], Russiaʼs Faiths, accessed March
2021, available online at https://russiafaiths.blogspot.com/p/new-western-religions.html.
In this case only Christianity and Islam, given the low number of Jews in the country.
“Religious Belief and National Belonging in Central and Eastern Europe“ [online], Pew Research Center, May 10 2017, accessed April 2021, available online at https://www.pewforum
.org/2017/05/10/religious-affiliation/.
“Deep Roots of Modern Mesopotamian Neopaganism, Origins of Mardukite Zuism from 2008 Publications” [online], Mardukite Zuism – A New Babylon, July 02 2020, accessed March 2021, available
online at https://mardukite.com/2020/07/02/deep-roots-modern-mesopotamian-neopaganism
-origins-zuism/.
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In a way, its aim of drawing attention to the issue regarding the relationship between church and state has been successful, as without taking advantage of the legal
changes, the movement would not have received state funding at all. However, ultimately Zuism participated in the very thing of which it blamed the national Church of
Iceland (namely receiving government funding via mandatory taxation) and that the
court may still find it guilty of participating in embezzlement. Considering that, one
can only hope that this case will not discourage possible future attempts to change
the status quo.
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Pavel Hošek’s Sloužím Tajnému ohni [I Am a Servant of Secret Fire] is a very readable
yet well-researched monograph on the topic of the spiritual sources of J. R. R. Tolkien’s work. It skilfully navigates a middle path between popularizing-essayistic and
academic styles retaining the best of both. Therefore, it is suited for a wide audience
of literary scholars, students, Tolkien fans, and the general public. As there is not
much original Czech literature systematically studying Tolkien’s spirituality and the
religious motifs in his work, it is definitely a great addition, and it fills an existing gap
in Czech literature on Tolkien.
Pavel Hošek is a pastor, theologian and religious studies scholar who teaches at the
Evangelical Faculty of Charles University in Prague. In recent years he wrote a number of books on the spiritual/religious aspects of various phenomena, including patriotism or scouting. He also explored the spiritual motifs in the works of authors
like Jaroslav Foglar (Czech author of “literature for boys”). His lifelong fascination
has been the life and work of C. S. Lewis, which is reflected in a series of books by
Hošek on this topic. It is in the context of exploring the intellectual and literary milieu
around C. S. Lewis further that Hošek decided to write a book on Tolkien, Lewisʼ
lifelong friend.
The book is divided into five sections devoted to Tolkien’s life (I.), influences and
sources (II.), the theology of the Middle-Earth (III.), the theology of art (IV.), and
the paradoxes and mysteries of Tolkien’s life and work (V.). The first chapter goes
through all the most important events in Tolkien’s life, occasionally connecting episodes from his life to moments in his work. While sometimes these connections
are insightful, sometimes they seem perhaps too biographically reductive: e.g.,
the suggestion that the dangerous giant spiders (Ungoliant, Shelob…) of Tolkien’s
legendarium might be the product of the fact that he was bitten by a spider as an
infant (p. 10–11). The author does not refrain from discussing deeper topics in the
biographical narrative, like the nature of myth (p. 27).
In the second chapter, the author explores the sources of Tolkien’s inspiration,
starting appropriately with Tolkien’s „secret vice”: his love for languages and for making up (or maybe discovering) his own words and grammars from which many of his
characters and stories originated. Hošek also discusses other aspects of Tolkien’s creative drive, namely his idea of creating a mythology for England. Following that, the
author focuses on Tolkien as a devout Catholic and the aspects of Christian symbol-
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ism in JRRTʼs literary œuvre, noting many interesting details, including, e.g., the fact
that Tolkien always presented his Silmarillion material as a story told to someone;
a legend, not a sacred book that should be taken as some kind of scripture (p. 68).
Hošek also seems to be disinclined to label The Lord of the Rings as “a Catholic novel”
but finds a strong element of Catholic imagination in the work – including analogizing lembas, athelas, mithril and miruvor to sacred objects used in the Catholic mass.
The third chapter is concerned with the “theology” of the Middle-Earth and explores various symbolic elements of Tolkien’s creation – the Music, the Sound, the
Light, the Creation, the Beauty etc. Here Hošek goes deeper into the inner resonances of the work and lets the reader gain a better understanding of the various
symbols by exploring their internal logic and their role within the cosmos. Whenever he follows these inner connections and reverberations, his insight is brilliant;
however, from time to time, he starts theologizing and forcing the symbols to biblical
analogues, and this seems to diminish the originality of Tolkien’s vision. E.g., when
Hošek writes that Tolkien’s creation of Arda through Music is practically the same as
the biblical creation through the Word of God (p. 81), it seems to me that it destroys
that which is unique about Tolkien’s vision. Music is not the Word. Music, especially
the Music as described in the Ainulindalë in The Silmarillion, is not concerned with
words; it is a flow of melodies, dramatic and emotional, not Logos, the rational and
sober “naming” of things, a positivist proclamation of the created reality. Sometimes
the author does not seem to notice how unbiblical Tolkien’s imagination is, e.g., when
he writes (p. 86) that Tolkien portrays nature as a mysterious and fascinating realm
that, in a vital sense, does not belong to us (the author’s own italics). This is clearly in
contrast to the biblical message where the whole nature and all animals are given
to Adam for him to rule above them: “multiply, and replenish the earth and subdue
it: and have dominion (…) over every living thing that moveth upon the earth.” (Gn
1:28) This detail notwithstanding, the author presents a convincing argument that
Tolkien’s ethics is based on “non-possessing”, the ability to let go and the strength to
say “no” to the tendency to usurp and possess. Of course, the clearest example of this
principle is the lure of the One Ring, but Hošek shows that the same ethical stance is
also present in other parts of Tolkien’s work (p. 88).
The fourth chapter deals with the topic of the “theology of the art”, returning to
the problem of the truth hidden in myth and discussing the mysterious issue of Tolkien’s creative experience. As Tolkien himself writes about his process as “discovering”, not creating, which brings his work closer to the realm of revelation. Was Tolkien
really in contact with some Otherworld? Or was it just some kind of a Jungian collective unconscious? The author touches on these questions but wisely leaves them unanswered in any concrete terms. It is when he discusses the principle of Wonder that
Hošek shows his skills as an essayist, painting poetic images and showing appreciation
and understanding of the higher dimensions of Tolkien’s work. All that without falling
into pathos and still being insightful and informative.
The last chapter is a kind of “Deuteronomy” of the book in the sense that it returns
to topics already covered and deals with them again, sometimes from a different an-
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gle or stressing different aspects. The author comments on the unfinished nature of
Tolkien’s work, returns once again to the issue of the Catholic nature of the work,
and focuses on the powerful feelings of sadness and hope that are present throughout
Tolkien’s work (I add: with the possible exception of The Hobbit).
When it comes to primary and secondary literature, Hošek’s bibliography is quite
comprehensive, especially considering that the book itself is not strictly academic
but closer to the popularizing style. No major English source is missing, to my knowledge. The author ignores existing secondary literature in other European languages
(German, French), but that is probably fine, as the centre of the scholarly discussion
is in English. German scholarly literature could provide him with more insight into
the Germanic side of Tolkien’s inspiration, e.g., Rudolf Simek’s Mittelerde: Tolkien
und die germanische Mythologie or Arnulf Krause’s Die wirkliche Mittelerde. However,
this side of Tolkien was out of the authorʼs focus. One interesting English book –
William Howard Green’s The Hobbit: A Journey into Maturity, which analyses The
Hobbit in terms of initiatory symbolism, would enhance the author’s subchapter on
the transformation of the hero and the reader (p. 134).
The rest of the review is a series of critical comments. However, my position is very
close to Hošek’s, so I had to stretch the moments of disagreement to a certain extent.
I hope I have not constructed too much of a strawman in the process. My criticism
comes from a place of admiration for Tolkien’s work, which I share with the author
of the book, and from a wholehearted interest in the nature of Tolkien’s spirituality.
I hope I, the author, and the reader are past the phantom of objectivity, and are situated instead in the realm of honest dialogue and reflected subjectivity.
Tolkien was a complex character, and his work evidently fuses Christian worldview with pre-Christian Germanic (and Celtic and Finnic…) myths and legends.
The author promises to focus on the most important influences that formed Tolkien’s thinking and entered his work, yet he practically ignores all the non-Christian influences (except for a few passages, e.g., 48–52, 158, 163). The book aims at
exploring the “spirituality” of Tolkien’s work, yet spirituality is tacitly equated with
Christianity, or even Christian theology (p. 8; see also the names of the sections: “The
Theology of the Middle-Earth”, “Tolkien’s Theology of Art”). The fault is partially not
of the author’s making as it is simply the Christian-European bias which says “while
we have spirituality, other cultures have mythology” (we seldom see expressions like
“the spirituality of Kalevala” or “the mythology of Jesus”). However, this distinction
does not make sense in Tolkien’s work, where his most spiritual moments are his
most powerful mythological moments. So, whenever the author speaks about searching for the “spiritual dimension” of Tolkien’s work, he, unfortunately, means only the
“Christian dimension” and the rich world of non-Christian dimensions is left aside
because they, apparently, do not count as “spiritual.”
Nevertheless, if the author searched in the non-Christian materials in the same
detail as he looked into the Christian side of Tolkien, he would have found wonderful
resonances that would deepen our understanding of the spirituality of Tolkien’s work
and make it more three-dimensional. He observes rightly the strange heroic pessi-
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mism that fills the stories of Silmarillion. The idea of the heroic last stand that will
live on in songs. He mentions that it is somehow “pagan” (p. 158), but in contrast to
the Christian explorations, he does not follow the path even one step beyond this
signpost. The famous lines of the Eddic Hávamál 77 – Cattle die, kinsmen die, you
yourself must die, I know of one thing, that never dies, the fame of each dead man – is
left unquoted, even if it epitomizes the whole pre-Christian heroic “spirituality”. It is
exactly this bittersweet minimalistic spirit that does not promise outright heaven and
salvation, which is so characteristic of Tolkien, and it is a place where pagan sentiment meets the less triumphal and humbler (“apophatic”) version of Christianity.
Where the fate of the pagan hero who goes into battle knowing he will not survive,
yet he marches on, despite all reason and hope, is very close to the fate of Christ,
before his story was – in retrospect – turned into theological barter with sins of
humanity, and where God triumphs with certainty because he is the supreme overlord of the universe and can do whatever he likes.
While Tolkien was a devout Catholic in real life, nobody’s psyche is entirely described by their church denomination, especially not in the case of authors like Tolkien, who dreamt up stories that clearly are not Christian allegories. The stories came
to him and followed their own logic and dynamism. When confronted with letters
from readers and friends, Tolkien became an early interpreter of his own work and
began Christianizing it at places (p. 121), but the real mystery and spiritual dimension
is not the a posteriori interpretation, but the inner music of the story itself. We should
take seriously the idea of the death of the author – not in the sense of ignoring the biography and cultural context, but in the sense that authors sometimes are as puzzled
by their work as we the readers, and sometimes they are not the best interpreters of
their work. Tolkien, fortunately, while slipping from time to time in the context of
various conversations, still was wise enough to stand firm by the principle that his
work was not any kind of allegory and that every reader can find their application of
it (and I add: including Tolkien himself ).
The author proclaims that those who try to forcefully show that Tolkien’s work is
a manifest of Christianity are spoiling the work because they destroy the unique magic of the Middle-Earth (p. 147) – which is something I fully subscribe to – yet he
mentions, again and again, identifications that do exactly what he criticizes – e.g.
saying that the Secret Fire is actually the Holy Spirit (p. 141) and mentioning the
similarity of Galadriel and Saint Mary (p. 147). How is that different in principle than
saying that the Ring is the atomic bomb and Mordor is actually the Soviet Union?
Even if in the case of the Secret Fire, the interpretation comes from Tolkien himself.
(Compare the negative valuing of “the lembas is actually the eucharist” on p. 61, with
the positive valuing of “the Secret Fire is actually the Holy Spirit” on p. 69).
Fortunately, the author does not press these kinds of interpretations beyond a certain point, and regarding the primacy of the story and the “death of the author”, his
position is close to what I expressed here. In several places (e.g., p. 60–61, 151 etc.),
he displays a clear understanding of the non-reductive approach that Tolkien himself was in favour of. The understanding that we cannot reduce the work to “influen-
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ces” or flatten it by allegorizing. Another strong point of the author’s approach is the
openness to Tolkien’s own inconsistency (p. 63). He observes aptly that Tolkien himself was gliding between mythology and theology and between the construction and
revelation of his world. Between interpreting it and refraining from interpretation.
However, Hošek sometimes ends up forgetting this wisdom and returning to
boring binaries. For example, when he is trying to decide whether the “pagan
pessimism” or the “Christian hope” wins in Tolkien’s work, claiming that “hope”
wins (p. 161). For me, this is sacrilegious in its explicitness. The same goes for his
claim that “Christianity says aloud what paganism rightly intuits” (p. 163). Exactly
the “saying aloud” is what seems to me profane, blunt, and vainly triumphalist about
Christianity. The mere glimpse, inkling, and implicitness are what characterizes
Tolkien’s work (and the author seems to know it, p. 162) and therefore, to pronounce
hope as the clear winner is indecent and, in the end, untrue. The Tao which is said
aloud is not the Tao anymore. Hope is always entangled with sadness and sorrow and
grows out of it like a lotus from muddy depths. There is no winner, no triumph, only
dynamic entanglement.
When the author says that only when Christianity came, it became clear that those
who fight for good stand on the side of the One who is the author of the whole story
(i.e., God, p. 163), it is exactly the moment when he himself becomes triumphalist
and calculating – in other words, it means “come on and join the winning team!” The
certainty of God’s presence and the promise of the final triumph of “the good ones”
seems to me almost morally corrupt. In contrast to this, suddenly, Melkor’s side of
the cosmic struggle starts to seem like true heroism, on some deeper level, because
there is no reward for it; even worse, the only possible end of the struggle against the
supreme power is eternal damnation and oblivion.
In the end, I admire the author’s mirroring of Tolkien’s inconsistency in the form
of his own inconsistency: gliding between notions of pagan pessimism, the explicitness of the final Christian triumph, and the unsure inklings of hope in the middle.
Perhaps that is the only honest way to present this kind of literary material – to show
its diversity and, while meditating on it, to try various avenues of understanding.
All in all, the book is a pastor’s take on the topic of Tolkien’s legendarium,
brilliantly researched, eloquent, good-hearted, and open-minded, but still a pastor’s sermon, nevertheless.
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